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"Covers the campus like the magnolias" 

Eiden to speak at commencement Outside the 
Bubble ... 

By Katie Phillips I Staff writer university has hosted an array of speak 
ers. Past speakers inciude two jour 
nalists, U.S. Senator and presidential 
candidate John McCain, past Secretary 
of State Colin Powell, New York City 
mayor Michael Bloomberg, former first 
lady Barbara Bush, and alumnus and 
internationally acclaimed golf player 
Arnold Palmer. 
Biden was born in Scranton, Penn., as 

the eldest off our children. After gradu 
ating from the University of Delaware 
in 1965, Biden attended law school at 
Syracuse University. After attaining 
his law degree, he moved back to the 
Wilmington area and began his own law 

tudent held without bail in 
raigslist killing Last fall when Joe Biden was here 

during the presidential campaign, he 
indicated that he would like to return 
to the university, and returning he is. 
The university has announced the com 
mencement speaker for the graduation 
ceremony of 2009: Vice President Joe 
Bi den. 
The university celebrates a long stand 

ing tradition of inviting distinguished 
speakers to commencement ceremo 
nies. For the 2009 ceremonies, Biden 
was among several individuals who were 
suggested by faculty, staff and students 
as a possible candidate for commence 
ment speaker. In the last 10 years, the 

Phillip Markoff, a 22-year-old medical sru 
t, is being held without bail for possibly 
'ng a woman he may have mer through 
Craigslist online ad. A not-guilty pie-a was 
red on his behalf. Semiautomatic fire 
s were Iound in Markoffs home and he 
also been charged in connection with a 
ty that took place four days earlier. 

The victim was 26-year-old Julissa Bris 
' who sustained blunt head trauma and 
shot three rimes at close range. Sophie Mullinax/Old Gold & Black 

Joe Biden, current U.S. vice president and former sena 
tor, will be this year's commencement speaker. See Biden, Page A3 n who killed family was in 

severe debt 

Ron Paul's Christopher Wood, 34, shot his wife and 
duet children to death before killing himself 
April 17. Frederick County Sheriff Charles 

· is revealed that \X'ood was $460 thou 
in debt. The fumily has also been unsuc 

~ in selling their Florida home. 
Wood left suicide notes to his wife, each 
his children, one to his mother, father, 

md sister, and one that was not addressed 
anyone in particular, bur was more apolo 

visit rallies By Cece Brooks I Contributing editor on the trip, she started thinking 
about what she could do. When 
she went ro Nairobi, the capital of 
Kenya, she found some women sell 
ing handmade beads and she found 
her way. "The vibrancy oftheir colors 
was unparalleled with any precious 
stones I'd ever seen, and my artistic 
eye was immediately attracted to 
the beads," she says in an arti 
cle she wrote for ~ke Forest 
Magazine about her expe 
rience. "I began mentally 
arranging the beads into 
jewelry designs." 
Carroll spent $250 

buying about 500 beads. 
"In my free time (work 
ing) at camp I started mess 
ing around with the beads," 
she said. "I went to a craft store and 
bought some tools and bindings and 
started copying the jewelry from my 
jewelry box." She didn't originally 
intend to sell her pieces, but friends 
asking to buy some prompted her to 
sell the jewelry she made from the 
rest of the beads. In the first week of 
selling the jewelry, she made $1, 5 00, 
which she donated to a non-profit 
in Kenya. This was the end of it for 
Carroll, but only for a little while. 
After traveling back to Africa on a Pro 
Humanitate grant to study microfi 
nance, she began to think she could 
make this into areal business. "Seeing 
the success of micro finance made me 
think that I could do something more 
to help these women." 
Along with her best friend from 

her hometown ofNashville, Eleanor 
Campbell, she came up with the idea 
to have women make the beads and 
then make them into jewelry, which 
would give the women employment 
and Carroll and Campbell more 
inventory to work with. 

What do you get when you com 
bine Pro Humanitate with artistic 
ability and a strong work ethic? Ali 
Carroll: a Kemper Fellow in entre 
preneurship and university graduate 
who is currently part of the Fifth 
Year Institute, an "intensive 
incubator program" offered by 
the Office ofEntrepreneurship 
and Liberal Arts (OELA). Car- 
roll started a jewelry company 

called Adia Beading that helps 
women in a small Kenyan village 

earn a living by selling the jew 
elry they make in the U.S. She 
first visited the country on a 
trip with her family. Her par 
ents had expressed interest 
in retiring there, but they 
had never been so they 
went on what could be 
called an "educational 

libertarians q ambassador confirmed 
Senate 

By Caitlin Brooks I News editor 
Veteran diplormr Christopher Hill v. is 

ed by the Senate on April 21 as the 
assador ro Iraq. The Iraq embassy is 
largest U.S. embassy in the world. Hill 
the lead U.!:i. negotiator in the now- 
North Korean disarmament talks. He 
Ryan Cooker. 

Months of effort from the university's fledgling 
Young Americans for Liberty (YAL) Chapter 
drew 1,300 attendees from the university and 
the surrounding community to Wait Chapel 
on April 20 to hear Congressman Ron Paul of 
Texas address the university. 
Sophomore Jared Fuller, president and founder 

of the university's YAL chapter and North Caro 
lina Chairman for national YAL, said that the 
drive to bring Paul to campus arose from a desire 
to portray the chapter as a unified front. "We 
decided that we really need an item of cohesive 
action; something to put all our efforts into, to 
shoot for the stars," Fuller said. "(Paul)'s rhe big 
gest figure in the liberty scene. (His presence on 
campus) was very gratifying to say the least." 
Paul presented a broad overview of his libertar 

ian platform, which emphasizes the importance 
of personal liberty and accountability and lim 
ited government. He touched on topics ranging 
from his proposal to end the Federal Reserve 
(the topic of his upcoming book End the Fed 
to be released in September) to his feelings on 
the draft. "You know what I call a draft? I call 
it slavery!" he said. 
Paul is credited by many for having predicted 

the economic collapse well before the housing 
bubble burst last fall, and the state of the econ 
omy dominated his speech. A strong proponent 
of the gold standard, Paul considers the actions 
taken by Congress and the Federal Reserve - 
namely manufacturing more and more currency 
and pouring money into the economy in the 
wake of the economic decline - wrong on three 
counts; economically, constitutionally and mor 
ally. "(The U.S.) got into trouble because we 
spent too much, borrowed too much money and 
printed too much money. So what do we do to 
solve it? We spend more money, borrow more 
money, etc.," Paul said. "We wanted change 
and 'Change' came. Well, it was supposed to 
anyway." 
Paul was also critical of the nation's foreign 

policy strategies. He claimed that foreign policy 
practices oflate have "taught us something that 
was very dangerous. Be aggressive in our foreign 
policy. We need to get out of the business of 
telling other countries how to live and bring 
our troops home from around the world," Paul 
said. 
The solution to many of these problems, Paul 

says, is returning power to the people in the form 
oflocal government and ensuring that legislation 
promotes liberty. Paul pointed to the infamous 
War on Drugs as a key example of the govern 
ment playing "nanny" when Americans should 
retain their ability to make informed decisions. 
"Like many programs in Washington, (the War 
on Drugs) is based on the assumption that you 
don't know what is best foryoursel£ It has led to 
a severe crisis in civil liberties," Paul said. 
Though some consider it an oversimplifica 

tion, Paul suggested that the only question that 

ip hijacking suspect 
dlarged with piracy 
:,\WU\\ Jlt Abdukhadir Muse . .t smp t t 
the hijacking of the C.. !Lggcd ~1.aersk 
arna, has been charged with p1tacy. 
carnes a minimum lifo sentence. He 

also been charged wi-h conspiracy to 
a ship by force, conspiracy to commit 
e-raking and two firearm charges. 
acted as 'the leader of the pirates who 
v took over the Maersk Alabama. 

. " vacanon. 
"My parents 
wanted us to 
be exposed to 
that kind of 
poverty and 
see what 
that might 
prompt 
us to do," 
Carroll, 
a studio 
art and 
commu- 
nication 
double 

major, said of 
the experience. 

"When you see 
something like 
that you have a 
responsibility to 
respond to that, 
in some way." Even 
while she was still 

ma invites Middle East 
leaders to Washington 
~ident Barack Obarru has invited sev 
key regional leaders to Washington in an 

to achieve peac.e in the Middle hist. 
consultations will rake place in the 

· weeks. 
na wishes to speak scparately wirh the 

cian president, Israeli prime minister 
Palestinian authority president. Leaders 

Hamas, considered a terrorist organiza 
by the lJ.S., have not been invited. 

See Adia, Page A2 

niversiti.es discuss college admissions future 
exposed the degree of discrimination 
present in college admissions. Athleti 
cism, money and legacy status were 
just a few of the advantages Golden 
noted. 
"As I documented in my book, The 

Price of Admission, more applicants 
receive special consideration under 
the 'preferences of privilege' than 
under affirmative action," Golden 
said. 
"There's something about these 

admissions perks for the rich that 
violates our basic notions of what 
America stands for - fairness, equal 
opportunity, upward mobility - 

old homeless student from Los Ange 
les," Donahue said. "She was captain 
of her cross country team and track 
team. She was a tutor and a mentor, 
and she was active in many school 
groups, even though she had moved 
schools repeatedly." 
Despite a dynamic profile and poi 

gnant story, the student was a contro 
versial choice. 
"Her SAT scores were in the 500s · 

and 600s. We had to grapple with, 
'is her acceptance a favor, justice or 
disservice?'" 
Pulitzer Prize-winning journal 

ist Daniel Golden delivered a simi 
larly stirring keynote address. Tided 
"Slumdog Ivy Leaguer," the speech 

Tiefenrhaler stated, "I hope that his 
conference sparks further discussion 
and leads to admissions standards that 
reflect the same rigor and creativity 
that we expect from our great stu 
dents." 
One particularly stimulating panel 

featured representatives from Duke, 
Harvard and Spelman College. Sally 
Donahue, director offinancial aid and 
senior admissions officer at Harvard, 
specifically addressed the ~omplex~ties 
offactoring socioeconomic ~ta~us into 
admissions. Both the srausucs and 
anecdotes Donahue presented gave 
emphasis to the challenge ai:d obscu 
rity inherent in her pro~ess10n. 
"One applicant was a nmeteen year- 

By Haowei Tong I Photo editor 
e "Rethinking Admissions" 
rence was held on campus last 
on April 15 and 16. During 

two day event, participants con 
d an array of admissions and 

related concepts. They included 
university's elimination of the SAT 
application requirement, Tuft's 
riment with essay questions as 
·ctors of success in college and the 
Jityof consumer magazine rating 
rts. Discussions included leading 
chers from Berkeley, Duke, Har 

, Ohio State, Princeton, Texas, 
"nia, Yale and other universities. 
r opening remarks, Provost Jill 

See Paul, Page A2 See SAT, Page A2 
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Girls Go Golf 

The No. 5 ranked wom 
en's golf team wins the 

ACC Championship by 24 
strokes for the first time in 

14 years 

19 
Relaxing Reads 

Check out some recent best sellers 
during your summer of 

sun and fun 
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There are 
days 
until 25 
Commencement 

Brieflies 
Student Union hosts benefit con 
cert featuring Sister Hazel 
At 7 p.m. on April 24, Sister Hazel will per 

form along with student band openers on the 
Mag Quad. 
Food and beverages will be provided with a 

suggested donation at the door. All proceeds 
from the concert will benefit the Crisis Con· 
trol Ministry. 
General admission will be $7, and $10 will 

be charged for over 21 admission. 

University opens new Deacon 
Shop at Reynolda Village 
The university opened The Deacon Shop at 

Reynolda Village on April 3. The store, which 
offers Wake Forest merchandise ranging from 
clothing to jewelry to gift items, is in the uni 
versity's Reynolda Village. Some of the items 
unique to the Reynolda Village shop include 
the new "1834 Collection," which is an exclu 
sive line of apparel for men, women and chil 
dren, including polo shirts, sweaters and sun 
dresses. The Deacon Shop is located at 120-A 
Reynolda Village. Store hours are 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. on Saturday. 

College Senior Survey adminis 
tered this month 
The College Senior Survey (CSS) provided 

by the Higher Education Research Institute 
at UCLA is being administered this month to 
all university seniors scheduled to graduate in 
May or August. This senior survey will benefit 
the university greatly as a part of its assessment 
of institutional effectiveness. Results from past 
senior surveys have been used to improve the 
university and are available at http://www. wfu. 
edu/ir/facultysurvey/index.html. Strong par 
ticipation is important and all participants will 
be able to receive a 10% off discount card for 
the purchase of apparel at the Deacon Shop 
on campus. 

Carter, Angelou to speak in Wait 
Chapel for Baptist convention 
Former President Jimmy Carter and Reyn 

olds Professor of American Studies Maya An 
gelou will speak in Wait Chapel as a part of 
the New Baptist Covenant Southeast Regional 
Meeting. The university's Divinity School is 
hosting the event, which will take place April 
24-25. The theme for this year is "God's year 
to act: responding to a society in crisis." Find 
out more at www.newbaptistcovenantse.org. 

Museum of Anthropology holds 
spring shopping sale 
The Museum of Anthropology is having a 

spring sale. Find the perfect gift for Mother's 
Day or Graduation. All shoppers receive a 
15 percent discount on purchases of $5 and 
above. 

Innuendo hosts last concert of 
the 2008-2009 academic year 

Come hear your favorite songs by T.I., 
OneRepublic, Counting Crows and more per 
formed by the university's co-ed contemporary 
a cappella group Innuendo. The event is free 
and will be a sneak peek at the songs that will 
appear on the group's upcoming CD, set for 
release this fall. 
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Paul: Congressman discusses personal freedo 
Fuller said. Paul's remarks fell on fertile soil 
as they reached the ears of eager supporters 
and curious college students on April 20, 
but his program proposals will have serious 
consequences in the near and distant future 
if they are enacted. The elimination of the 
Federal Reserve would have far reaching 
implications and an abrupt end to the war 
on drugs, and military presence in foreign 
nations across the globe would affect the 
nation in unpredictable ways. 
Despite this, Paul remains hopeful for the 

future of his message and the perseverance 
of the American people, "We live in a very 
dangerous time; I expect a lot of trials. But 
I believe the spirit of liberty still lives in this 
country. People will wake up and our voices 
will be heard," Paul said. 

Continued from Page A 1 

needs answering in politics is this; "What 
do you think the role of government ought 
to be?' 
For Paul and his libertarian peers, the 

answer is the protection of liberty. "The 
Constitution was explicit, it doesn't say the 
federal government has the power to regulate 
you and tell you what to do with your life. It 
is there to restrain the government, not the 
people," Paul said. 
It was this realization that first brought 

Fuller around to libertarian ideals. "I real 
ized that the government was not divine, 
and that really the libertarian ideas can help 
us reach the ideal of U.S. perfectionism," 

Ron Paul, 2008 Republican presidential cane 
date, spoke on April 20 in Wait Chapel. 

Adia: Bead sales aid Kenyans 

Continued from Page A 1 

Adia Beading helps women in Kenya earn a living selling jewelry made in the U.S. 

day-to-day work that I was doing 
in the fall," she said. "It was good 
for me to go back in January and 
see 'Wow, these women really are 
working and earning a great salary 
because of what I've been doing 
in the U.S."' 
Right now she says her biggest 

challenge is trying to plan for the 
future. With hopes to get a full 
time job in design and innovation 
consultancy and move to working 
on Adia part time, Carroll has to 
make sure the foundation of the 
business is solid. With a running 
Web site and several boutiques 
already distributing Adia jewelry 
this seems pretty doable. She does 
plan on working in large city such 
as San Francisco, Chicago or New 
Yorksoshehopestotakeadvantage 
of those cities' resources to help 
Adia grow. 
"I can't sing wake forest's praises 

enough for what they've done," 
Carroll says. "It's been a really 
cool fifth year." 

POLICE BEAT 
and North Campus Apartments between April 
10 and April 13. 
•A student's unattended laptop power cord val 

ued at $25 was reported stolen from a study area 
at Z. Smith Reynolds Library between 4:20 p.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. April 15 
• Cash and contents valued at $508 were re 

ported stolen from a student's unsecured faller 
that had been found in Starbucks at the ZSR Li 
brary and placed by the checkout between 8:30 
p.m. April 1 and 3 p.m. April 14. 

Drug and Alcohol \&iolations 

SAT: TestJ 
legitimacy 
questioned 
Continued from Page A 1 

particularly in an era of growing soci~ 
economic inequality." 
On use of the SAT, Golden opted tore; 

neutral. He did, however, dictate a r 
argument supporting its use as an aux 
factor. "Indeed, without SAT scores 
as a check on [certain] preferences, its 
that the number oflegacies and develop; 
admits at elite universities would ber:I 
greater than it already is." 1 
Wake Forest student responses ham 

widely on this controversial topic, akit 
the melange of opinions offered bysrudu 
admissions officers, academics and ott 
"The SAT is not a viable measure 11 

student's capabilities," sophomore C 
Porter said. "For a while, the SAT ser 
as a standard, but now you can pay). 
for a tutor, and it sim~ly separates ci I 
who can afford the tutonng from those 
can't. {Dropping it] was great." 
SophomoreAlison Fairall disagreed.s :1 

"I think the SAT measures aptitude 
well. SAT preparation may increase set 
but those [beneficiaries] are getting 
of other advantages as well; meanwhi 
can't hurt for admissions officers to· 
the scores." 
The forums not only engaged and r 

voked attendees, it also garnered respcrl 
from national media. Both "The Ch(JI: 
a New York Times blog on college a&. 
sions and aid, and The Chronicle ofHif 
Education have since reported on rheox 
ence's findings. Additionally, a blog a((!( 
panied the conference proceedings. Fea 
are notable quotes from various speal. 
transcripts, summaries and commers 
on speeches. Videos, podcasts and pn, 
are 'also available on the Web site. 

fellowship pays for her living 
expenses and helps with fund 
ing and resources. She also takes 
courses at the Babcock Graduate 
School of Management. 
While she enjoyed her work her 

immensely, Carroll says it has been 
hard in some ways to be working 
on a company based thousands of 
miles away. With the poverty of 
the village communication is dif 
ficult, but not impossible. "They 
do have cell phones, which is a 
bizarre thing because they don't 
have running water or electricity, 
but almost everyone has a cell 
phone." She says she can call the 
manager, which can be expensive, 
but easier than e-mail which the 
villagers only have access to when 
they go to town. As a side note she 
says, "Cell phone companies have 
really taken off in the developing 
world." 
Another issue for Carroll with 

the distance was losing site of her 
purpose. "I got kind of tired of the 

Now all they needed were the 
employees and somewhere for 
them to work. They found several 
women to work in the village of 
N dathi, bought a plot ofland and 
found a Kenyan manager to run 
day-to-day operations. Also, Mt. 
Kenya, which is near the village, 
supplies the clay needed to make 
the beads. The name Adia means 
valuable gift in Swahili. 
One obstacle in the process was 

the fact that Ndathi has no run 
ning water or electricity so they 
had to build a kiln that would run 
solely off propane gas. "We made 
(the kiln) out of fiber blanket and 
chicken wire so it's really basic, but 
it works," Carroll said. 
Last spring Carroll, along with 

two other 2008 graduates, was 
awarded a post-graduation fel 
lowship in entrepreneurship to 
continue work on Adia. The 

• University Police responded April 18 to a call 
about two students who appeared to be intoxi 
cated on Hearn Plaza. Officers determined both 
had consumed alcohol and were under the le 
gal drinking age. One was taken to the Student 
Health Service for observation. Information 
about the incident was provided to Harold Hol 
mes, associate vice president and dean of student 
services. 
•University Police and the Winston-Salem Fire 

University Police responded to 80 calls from 
April 13-19, including 16 incidents and investi 
gations and 64 service calls. The following is a 
summary of the incidents and investigations. 

Thefts 
• A GPS device valued at $200 was reported 

stolen from a student's locked vehicle parked in 
Lot R2 near Polo Residence Hall between 11 
p.m. April 12 and 2:19 p.m. April 13. There were 
no signs of forced entry. 
•A laptop computer, camera and other person 

al items valued together at $1,589 were reported 
stolen from a contractor's vehicle parked in Lot S 
near Starling Hall between 6:45 p.m. April 9 and 
7:30 a.m. April 10. 
• Compact discs valued at $132 were reported 

stolen from a student's unlocked car parked at a 
Polo Road address adjacent to campus between 
April 10 and April 13. 
• Four bronze information signs valued at 

$1,500 each were forcibly removed from lounge 
entrances at Davis and Martin residence halls 

Department responded April 18 to a fire alarr 
Taylor Residence Hall. 
When they arrived, they smelled suspe< 

marijuana smoke in the suite and found i 
appeared to be marijuana stems in an ash o 
Information about the incident was provid~ 
the dean of student services. 

Miscellaneous 
• A student reported April 17 that an unider' 

fied man followed him as he walked to earn;] 
on the trail from Reynolda Village and said, 'I!• 
and give me all your stuff." The student did· 
stop, and when they reached campus, the.: 
behind him said he had been kidding. No 11r · 
were taken and no force was used. 
· • University Police responded April 9 to a 
about a disturbance on Manchester Plaza· 
charged a Winston-Salem man, who was on" 
pus for the Piedmont Earth Day Fair, wHn 
saulting his female companion. 
He was taken to the Forsyth County magisrr• 

office, and both were issued trespass warnin~ 
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Bioethics conference addresses controversial issues 
By Ashton Astbury I Asst. news writer nication studies and the social sciences. 

Furthermore, it will examine ongoing 
moral and policy controversies sur 
rounding biomedical technologies, 
such as stem cell research, and discuss 
how these controversies are represented 
in public moral argument. 
"The conference is designed to ensure 

active participation 
by interested par 
ties outside the ac 
ademic communi 
ty," Hyde said. "At 
the conference we 
will gather infor 
mation to facilitate 
the scheduling of 
a series of science/ 
ethics community 
seminars on bioethics and biotech 
nology, which will be offered through 
WFU's Program in Bioethics, Health, 
and Society and Translational Science 
Institute." 
Following a welcome and overview 

by President Nathan Hatch, Provost 
Jill Tiefemhaler, Hyde and King, the 
conference will begin with a keynote 

address presented by Carl Elliott, pro 
fessor of philosophy at the University 
of Minnesota. 
During the conference, discussion 

led by distinguished faculty will ensue 
in the form of five sessions titled "The 
Moral Authority in a Democracy," 
"Human Nature and Human Digni- 

ty," "Translational 
Research, Emrepre 

"The biotechnology and bioeth- neurship, and the 
Responsibility of 

ics debates are here to stay - for Science," "The Role 
of the Media in the 
Bioethics Debate," 
and finally, "The 
Language of Genet - 
ics and Moral Re- 
sponsibility." The 

conference will conclude with a lunch 
and panel discussion headed by John 
Bost, Mayor of Clemmons, N.C.; Dee 
Leahman, Director of the Commu 
nity Partnership for End of Life Care; 
Nancy Hall, local senior leader in the 
Forsyth Aging Project; and Michael 
Rakes., senior pastor at First Assembly 
of God in Winston-Salem, N.C. 

According to Hyde, the debate over 
the issue of bioethics includes engage 
ment with ideas as diverse as the power 
of biotechnology to enhance human 
function, the culture of physical per 
fection, genetic understandings of hu 
man nature, the language of religion 
and of the media and the role of scien 
tists in society. 
"The popularity of bioethics issues 

in public discourse testifies to the im 
portance of public moral argument 
for sustaining and advancing the well 
being of our democratic institutions," 
Hyde said. "This communication and 
rhetorical practice requires experts 
from the sciences and humanities to 
step beyond their respective disciplin 
ary boundaries and assume the ethical 
responsibility of translating their ex 
pertise into forms that help promote 
public conversation about important 
matters of concern. 
"As can be seen not only in scholarly 

books and journals, but also in news 
papers, magazines, television and radio 
programs and interviews, and hun 
dreds of Web sites, public moral argu- 

ment about the benefits and burdens 
of biotechnology is currently happen 
ing at a frenetic pace. In this rhetorical 
situation clarity is certainly welcomed, 
but confusion about and cont.empt for 
opposing viewpoints .is common." 
According -to Hyde, it is important 

for students to be attentive to devel 
. opmerits in the realm of bioethics be 
cause "the biotechnology and bioethics 
debates 'are 'here to- stay r: fot a long 
. " time. 
"Our s.tudents and the general popu 

lation must be up for the challenge," 
Hyde said. "Great achievements are 
possible. If, however, we fail to meet 
this challenge with skill and wisdom, 
matters may become a bit scary." 
The conference is sponsored by The 

Fund for Ethics, Leadership, and Civic 
Responsibility, the Office of the Pro 
vost, the Department of Communi 
cation, the ARCHIE Fund, and the 
Program for Bioethics, Health, and 
Society. For further information about 
the conference, contact King at nrnpk 
ing@wfubmc.edu or Hyde at hydemj@ 
wfu.edu. 

On April 27 and 28, the Department 
Communication and the Program 
Bioethics, Health and Society will 
ent a conference tided "Bioethics, 
lie Moral Argument, and Social 
Ponsibility" in Annenberg Forum 
arswell Hall. 
e conference will feature a pair 
of bioethics and communication 

dies to address the critical question: 
w can discourse about the moral 

.d policy controversies surrounding 
omedical technologies move effec 
dy into the public realm and help 
·rain and advance public participa- 
0n in our democratic institutions?" 
Organized by Nancy King, Professor 
·Social Sciences and Health Policy 

Director of Program in Bioeth 
Health and Society at the Wake 
t University School of Medicine, 
Michael Hyde, University Distin 
ed Professor of Communication 

·cs at the university, the conference 
include presentations by nationally 
wn scholars in bioethics, cornmu- 

a long time" 
Michael Hyde 

Professor of communication ethics 

Earth Day event aims to increase "green'' awareness 
By Katie Phillips I Staff writer Folk Music Society. Other bluegrass entertain 

ment included artists Hannah Lewis, Randy Fulk, 
The university hosted the Fourth Annual Pied- Jerry Chapman and bands One String Over, The 
ent Earth Day Fair on April 18. The event was Family Eversole, Sweet Saint Carolina, the Way 
sented by the Piedmont Environmental Alli- farers, and a university ensemble of students, fac 
;e and a variety of other local sponsors. The ulry, and staff, Unbroken Circle. Grocery spon 
r was free to attendees and included a "zero sors with booths included Whole Foods, Lowe's 
asce challenge." With over 120 exhibits on en- Foods and Costco. Grateful Bread was selling 
onmenral topics, interactive educational chil- loaves of locally grown and harvested whole 
n's activities, panel discussions on green jobs grain breads. Kushari was selling authentically 

1d sustainable food, a green car parade and Egyptian cuisine, and Tu Mexique was selling 
.a-friendly gifts, the Earth Day Fair was a sue- their ethnic specialty of Mexican cuisine. All of 
.:i\. Goods and all-natural foods and beverages the food being sold was all natural, containing no 
:re also available for sale to the community. As artificial food coloring, additives or ingredients. 
zero waste challenge" event, the vendors only The meat sold was from animals raised humanely 
ered recyclable or compostable packaging and without any growth hormones. All of the food 
xl service items. Recycling and composting offered was also made with organic ingredients 
ns, but no trash cans, were available through- and raised locally. 
ir the fair. Participants were asked to carry out An area of booths at the fair displayed a variety 
rh them anything that could not be recycled of green jobs, "demonstrating that you can save 
composted. A variety of scheduled activities the planet while you work." Placing these jobs in 
re available throughout the day for almost any the "green-collar economy," these booths present 

;e, including local Winston-Salem families, uni- ed green job education opportunities available ergy Solutions' Efficiency is the Cheapest Form 
and siry students and all participating community now and in the future throughout the Piedmont of Energy, Master Gardeners' Composting Made 

enbers, area of North Carolina. Easy and Cooperative Extensions' Rain Water 
iain \Vinston-Salem Mayor Allen Joines made the A display of "green" vehicles was also present at Harvesting 10 l. 
ong ning remarks and Jim Alty, the university's as- the fair. The Green Car Parade demonstrated fuel, All demonstrations argued that little changes 
ary date vice-president, also spoke. A local blue- en an-a. _ i0t, saving"ttthnologi~ a e <'".'.:iilfifilf: daily lives will.a{fil up to help protect our 
act band, Fiddle and Bow, among others were all on the market today. Live demonstrations of environment. Finally, a series of panel discus 
Kdy aying music all day and sponsored by the Triad how to save and protect our planet included En- sions allowed visitors and students to learn from 
~r:..:._:_~~~_:_~~.:_~~~_:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Students from professor Jamin Rowan's First Year Seminar "You are what you 
eat:' assist with the kids' booth at the Earth Day Fair on April 18. 

leading experts how to live in ways that protect 
our planet. Panels included Green jobs: Making 
the Case for a Green Economy; Food, Garden 
ing and Living without Pesticides; Making Our 
Homes and Businesses Energy Efficient; Climate 
Change: You Can Make a Difference; and Green 
ing Your Faith: Houses of Worship Make a Dif 
ference. 
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JOO lm. He practiced law until 1972, 
aO!I enhewon in an upset election 
~to rhe Delaware senatorial seat. 

~er his election, Biden's wife 
flng dyoung daughter were killed 

in a car accident. In order to stay 
with his sons, Biden famously 
began commuting to Washing 
ton every day by train, a practice 
he has continued throughout his 
career in the Senate. 
In addition to serving as U.S. 

Senator and currently Vice Presi- 

dent, Biden has been an adjunct 
professor at the Widener Univer 
sity School of Law since 1991, 
where he teaches a seminar on 
constitutional law. 
Anyone associated with the 

university can submit a recom 
mendation to Hatch or any other 

administrator as a possible Com 
mencement speaker. According 
to Mary Pugel, senior executive 
assistant to the president of the 
university, "The key to actually 
securing that person, especially 
a celebrity or other well-known 
individual, relies on personal 

contacts. In this year's case a 
Wake Forest alumnus and trustee 
he! ped us to make the contact and 
secure Vice President Biden." 
Biden will be speaking at two 

additional commencement cer 
emonies, one at Syracuse Univer 
sity on May 10 and the other at 

the Air Force Academy on May 
27. 
President Obama will bespeak 

ingatArizonaState University on 
May 13, the University of Notre 
Dame on May 17 and the United 
States Naval Academy on May 
22. 
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This column represents the views 
of the Old Cold S' Bind Editorial Board. 

Speakers encourage 
campus activism 
0 n April 20, the university welcomed 

Congressman Ron 
Paul to campus. 
Wait Chapel was full of 
university students - 
Republican, Democrat 
and libertarian - as they 
took time out of their busy 
schedules to hear Paul speak. 
Thanks to the hard work 
and dedication of the newly 
formed Young Americans for 
Liberty group on campus, 
as well as some funding and 
support from the College 
Republicans, we were able 
to hear a 2008 presidential 
candidate from the 
Republican primary. 
The audience was both 
respectful and attentive as 
Paul spent nearly an hour 
explaining the direction he 
wants to see the government 
taking right now. 
Even though the election 
season has come and gone, it 
is still very important for the 
student body to know what 
is happening in the political 
world. 
It is crucial that we 

continue to make efforts 
to keep political speakers 
coming to campus and 
educating us by sharing their 
beliefs on current political 
issues. Bringing Paul to 
campus showed that we are 
not apathetic and close 
minded; we do want to hear 
what politicians outside of 
our own parties have to say. 
On that note, it was 
recently announced that Vice 
President Joe Biden will be 
speaking at Commencement 
on May 18. 
Whether students are 
Democrats or not, everyone 
should be very excited. 
This is truly an honor for the 
university, as Biden is only 
speaking at the graduations 
of one public university, 
one private university and a 
military school. 
In other words, we were 

the one private university 
that Biden selected to give a 
speech. 
With the help of the College 
Democrats and the support 
of the administration, we 
will now get to see him 
address the senior class. This 
speaks volumes to how far the 
university has come in terms 
of national recognition in 
recent years. 
With Biden coming to 
speak, the university will 
receive much more media 
attention, which we feel is 
deserved, especially since 
Wake Forest is still working 
to establish itself nationally. 
Of course, while getting 
more national recognition 
is important and exciting 
for the university, the main 
reason to be excited about 
Biden coming to campus is 
that the actual vice president 
of the United States is taking 
time out of his busy schedule 
and coming all the way to 
Winston-Salem, N.C., to 
honor the senior class. 
Biden came to campus once 
already this school year - he 
came in the midst of election 
season to gain the support 
of those on the fence and to 
encourage everyone to make 
a difference and vote. To host 
him again is a great privilege, 
and it shows that he must 
have really enjoyed his time 
here the first time around. 
We hope that we will 
continue to attract politicians 
to campus, as the university 
has proven to be a very 
political campus. We are a 
student body with many 
political stances, and that 
should be celebrated by 
bringing politicians with 
various views to campus. 
While we are sad that the 
senior class is leaving the 
university, we are very excited 
that Biden is joining us at 
graduation to wish them 
well in their lives beyond the 
university. 
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with money deserves a level of pride; 
it's okay to be proud and self-confident. 
But it's another thing to be arrogant 
and rude. 
Instead of ta.king the high road and 

using our great fortune (our minds and 
our gifts) to embrace people different 
from us, too often we end up forming 
exclusive groups of friends and sticking 
our nose up to people who don't fit the 
mold. 
One need look no further than our 

campus' illustrious Greek system to 
see exclusion 

Submissions 
The Old Gold & Black welcomes 
submissions in the form of 

columns and letters to the editor. 
Letters should be fewer than 300 
words and columns should be 
under 750 words. Send yours via 
e-mail to ogboped@wfu.edu, by 
campus mail to P.O. Box 7569 or 
deliver it to Benson 518. by 5 p.m. 
the Monday before publication. 
We reserve the right to edit all 
letters for length and clarity. No 

anonymous letters will be printed. 

Quick Quotes 

"We're getting pretty 
ridiculous with this'.' 

- French Health Minister 
Roselyne Bachelot, about 
how the pipe favored by 

one of French cinema's most 
enduring comic characters, 
Mr. Hulot, has been replaced 
by a small colored whirligig in 
ads by Metrobus, because of 
French anti-smoking laws. 
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Students have elitist attitude 

Alex Osteen 
Old Gold & Black columnist 

from their classes than a letter grade, 
they also become seriously competitive 
(and at times, viciously so). An intense 
competitive approach to school only 
divides us further. 
Fellow students are either fellow 

parriers or academic enemies who 
threaten to steal those few precious ks 
in the class. 
Instead of obsessing over our grades 

or how fashionable and rich we - and 
the people we socialize with - look, 
we should be enjoying our time here 

with each other, even with 
those who are different 

Too many of us, Greek or not, from us. I think that it's 
time Wake students burst 
our tight bubbles and 
become more inclusive. 
It's time we realize that we j 
are actually just people, , 
like everyone else, no 
matter how smart or 
wealthy we are. 
Let me finish by raking 

one step back. I have 
come to know a lot of 

people on this campus who are very 
intelligent yet humble and thoughtful 
at the same time. It would be a discredit 
to the university not to recognize them. 
Finally, I'll admit that Wake Forest 
students are probably not alone in our 
superiority complex. 
Don't despair though. Next week I 

will explain why, despite the pervasive 
culture of elitism at Wake Forest, I 
wouldn't have chosen to study anywhere 
else. 

in practice. 
Although I know 
Greeks who have 
transcended the 
dose-minded 
mentality of their 
system, I can't 
help but see rush 
as the ultimate 
popularity contest. amount of work. 
If you're not from 
the right family, if 
you don't have the 
right look or if you're simply "different" 
from "us," then you're not good enough 
to become a "member." 
Guilt extends more profoundly than 

the Greek system alone, however. Too 
many of us, Greek or not, have become 
career driven to the max. Instead of 
trying to learn, too often we focus on 
how we can get the best grades by doing 
the least amount of work. 
This way, our GPA becomes high and 

we get to spend the most time drinking 
or playing video games or wasting 
time on Facebook. Not only do many 
students end up getting little more 

have become career driven 
to the max. Instead of trying 
to learn, too often we focus 
on how we can get the best 
grades by doing the least 

Alex Osteen is a senior economics and 
Spanish major from Highlands, NC. 

k a senior with few days left 
here, I am unabashedly taking 
dvantage of one of the great 

privileges granted to those of us 
who have attended this universiry 
for four years: critiquing my college 
retrospectively. 
I will be graduating in May with 

mixed feelings. Although I'll be leaving 
with much pride and gratitude for a 
school that has given so much to me, 
I'm also concerned about who we are as 
Wake Forest students, myself included. 
I think that an over-arching attitude of 
superiority and elitism held by many 
students at the university is a serious 
reason for concern. 
Wake Forest is a special place. It is 

a small liberal arts school that has, 
over the past 15 years or so, begun to 
find its place among the top few great 
universities in the country. It is fair to 
say that the university has become quite 
selective. Only about a third of all the 
kids who apply get accepted. Those of 
us who did get in and chose to go here 
are smart and ambitious. We are also 
mostly white, Southern or Mid-Atlantic 
and wealthy. Certainly academic 
achievement and coming from a family 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
World Trade Organization increases 
tensions among countries 

by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1980), so R 
who will hang the bell around the cat's neck!? 

p 
Bader Alghamem 

Law school C 
Facebook does deserve attention 
because it reflects people's interests 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is an international 
organization designed to supervise and liberalize international 
trade. Everyone knows the history of this treaty from 1947 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) at Doha 
Round. It used to be the highlight of newspapers and TY, but 
not currently with global economic crisis. Where is WTO 
now? Why is it avoided in this time? Is it on hold for awhile 
or be killed by the G20 summit!? 
WTO works on many principles, and our topic now is "the 

internal support principle" that puts developed countries in 
an embarrassing position. 
According to the WTO treaty, in principle, internal support 

is prohibited for developed countries and it is limited for 
developing countries. Because of this principle, a few years 
ago many developing countries were sued by developed 
countries. 
Now, many billions and billions of dollars are transferred 

from the governments to their companies or banks, but 
that is not in developing countries, it is rather in developed 
countries - the magic turned against the magician. 
So what, does that mean there is an implicit declaration to 

put WTO on hold for awhile? 
Or can we see in the future a new treaty: GATT, WTO 

and ... ? Another point, can we see developed countries being 
sued by developing countries? Not only by this treaty but also 

I would like to respond to Nicholas Lepley's article 
"Facebook doesn't deserve media attention" (April 16). The 
sheer number of people that are members of the Facebook 
community inherently lend it to media attention, with 
more than 200 million users worldwide. The media's general 
purpose is to relay stories that appeal to their readers' 
interests, and clearly Facebook provides this subject matter. 
Yes, it might be a black hole of wasted time and 

procrastination, but I'm sure this would be filled by 
something else if it did not exist. 
Because Facebook is a fairly new phenomenon for 

most people outside of college, the media has taken the 
opportunity to enlighten those outside of the Facebook-o 
sphere. Facebook is a perfectly valid use of media print and 
to relay a friend on mine's reaction: isn't it ironic that the 
article is yet another piece of printed media about Facebook? 
Understandably unavoidable, but still ironic. 

i 

Melanie Huffines Us 
Sophomore stu 
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Ron Paul criticisms are devoid of any truth 

Elliot Engstrom 
Managing editor 

N ot only is Miranda Kelly's April 16 
arti~le ."P~ul's political views encourage 
prejudice composed of ad hominem 

arguments which assume that every Ron Paul 
supporter is "ignorant to the realities" that she 
was able to discover with a Google search, but 
rhe facts on which these faulty arguments are 
based have no foundation in reality and are 
pathetic to hear coming from the mouth of a 
college-educated individual. 
The absurdity of this article is beyond what I 
would ever expect to see at a university of our 
standing. 
One of the keys to Kelly's "expose" of Paul lies 

in her accusation that he considers Abraham 
Lincoln one of the worst presidents in history 
and supports the "Neo-Confederate" Ludwig 
von Mises Institute, and that this contributes to 
his racism. 
Of course, Kelly just assumes that Abraham 

Lincoln was the great liberator who held our 
country together through its toughest of times, 

and to not approve of him must be folly. She 
completely ignores the fact that Abraham 
Lincoln murdered thousands of his own 
people, suspended habeas corpus in order to jail 
political dissidents, imprisoned state legislatures 
without even charging them, and specifically 
condoned a strategy of "total war" - which 
involved murdering civilians, raping women, 
slaughtering livestock and digging up graveyards 
before scattering the remains 
of loved ones - rather than 
sending his army specifically 
to confront that of the enemy, 
all for the sake of "keeping 
the country intact." If my wife 
tried to leave me and I beat 
the pulp out of her to "save the 
marriage," would that make 
me a good husband? 
Also, if you think that the 

North was fighting to "free 
the slaves," I have just one 
suggestion - go talk to 
your history professor, and ask him why the 
United States is the only country in history that 
supposedly had to fight a war to end slavery. 
Paul's true criticism of Lincoln lies in the fact 

that this president was one of the largest abusers 
of our Constitution and civil liberties in history, 
not that this man was some sort of liberator who 
Paul inherently despises. 
As far as Kelly's criticism of the book The 

Real Lincoln, I highly doubt that she has read 
it, as she provides not a single specific citation. 

Who needs to read such books? We learned 
everything we need to know about this gem of 
a president in high school history class from our 
government-approved textbooks, right? 
Furthermore, the claim that Paul is anti 

Semitic shows Kelly's true lack of research. 
Ludwig von Mises, Paul's personal hero, was 
a Jew who was forced to flee Nazi Germany 
and come to the United States as a result of 

Adolf Hitler's totalitarian rule, 
partially because he was Jewish 
and partially because he dared 
to fight for economic liberry, 
an idea of which Hitler was not 
fond. 
The idea that the Mises 

Institute is somehow "Neo 
Confederate" is preposterous. 
This institute simply argues 
that the federal government 
should be restrained to allow 
freedom for the people, an idea 
which a few men actually got 

together and put down on paper once, calling it 
the Constitution. 
Finally, the attempt to smear Paul using quotes 

from 15-year-old articles that he did not write 
has been tried and failed; I don't think that 
Miranda Kelly is going to be championing an 
approach that the scandal-seeking mainstream 
media gave up on over a year and a half ago. The 
reason they gave up on it? There is nothing there 
to pursue. In 1993 an unknown author wrote 
racist comments in a newsletter published under 

... Kelly's thought-process is 
identical to that of Republi- 
cans who claim that Barack 
Obama is in a league with 
anti-American extremists, 
and here the logic is equally 
absurd. 

Paul's name. Certainly, he should have done a 
better job watching what was going out in his 
name. 
However, Kelly's thought-process is identical 

to that of Republicans who claim that Barack 
Obama is in a league with anti-American 
extremists, and here the logic is equally absurd. I 
challenge anyone to find a video or audio clip of 
Paul actually saying anything racist. Spoiler alert: 
you're going to come up empty. 
In fact, Paul's philosophy of libertarianism 

. makes it impossible for him to be racist, as 
racism is a collectivist idea. 
Libertarians see an individual as exactly that - 

an individual -:-- and do not define a person by 
attributing them to an artificial group. 
This philosophy of individualism is the true 

answer to racism in our country, as it is only 
when we begin to view each other as unique 
individuals instead of in terms of "us" and 
"them" that race will truly no longer be a 
barrier. 

In this respect, all Americans should follow 
the example of Paul, who joined the fight for the 
rights of the individual long ago. That Miranda 
Kelly missed the Paul which I know for some 
sort of racist thug bewilders me, and in a world 
where open dialogue should be encouraged 
makes me question the motives behind such 
a blatant smear attempt just days before his 
campus visit. 

Elliot Engstrom is a junior French major from 
Matthews, NC. · 
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Emma Causey 
Guest columnist 

Recently-elected president 
promises to increase presence 
of community on campus 

Student Government I Keeping us informed 

population wanted to use a treadmill 
during the day and the Miller Center 
was open 24 hours a day, then each 
student would have a little over two 
minutes to use a treadmill. Monday 
through Thursday, the Miller Center 
is open from 6:30 a.m. until 11 at 
night, which is 16.5 hours. If that 
time was split into back-to-back thirty 
minute time slots, only 33 people 
could use a treadmill each day. 
This provides for 2 percent of the 

university's enrolled student body. 
This is just one example of there 

simply not being enough resources for 
the student population, and to fix this 
problem a quick solution needs to be 
found, not a new faciliry. 
Overcrowding of the Miller Center 

can be fixed if the center was simply 
restructured. 
Another building to bring into 

question to properly allow for more 
student resources is the Deacon 
Tower. 
This multi-million eight-story 

building is beautiful during football 
season, but what happens to it after 
the seven home football games? 

New SG looks promising 

k the semester draws to a close, Student 
Government begins its transition phase marked 
specially by executive changeovers. Newly 

elected President Meghan Haenn, unopposed in her 
election, will be joined by Speaker of 
the House Alex Liccketto, Treasurer 
Saker Munshaw, Secretary Swayze 
Smartt and Chief of Staff Morgan 
Schutte next year. 
Outgoing SG President Jermyn 

Davis will transition to his new role as 
Student Trustee. 
Having centered SG around a strong 

philosophy of openness and direct 
communication, Davis will continue 
to be active and accessible to students, 
voicing concerns and representing 
student values as a voting member of 
the Board ofTrustees. In addition to 
maintaining frequent and direct communication, SG 
will look to focus on Haenn's theme of engagement 
next year. In her platform, Haenn emphasizes the 
unique yet under-utilized aspects of Wake. 
Although our student population is small, it allows 

for an intimate learning environment and social 
networking. We are also fortunate to have access to a 
variety of resources which typically belong to bigger 
schools. However, we are not using these resources 
enough. Did you know, for example, that the Provost's 

Office has created a fund offering each professor 
money to use for social activities? The concept 
of bringing students and faculry together outside 
the classroom allows for more casual and personal 
interactions that enhance relationships and foster a 
more positive learning environment. 
One of Haenn's principal initiatives is not only to 

take advantage of these resources more fully, but to 
encourage this type of casual interaction more often. 
This semester, Haenn has hosted "What's Brewing? A 

Conversation with Dr. Hatch" through the President's 
Office in conjunction with the President's Aides. For 
an hour April 21, President Hatch sat in Starbucks in 
the library and talked with students not only about 
concerns regarding tuition, but answered questions 
regarding how he met his wife in college. 
Designed to be completely casual, "Hang out with 

Hatch" is something Haenn looks to continue next 
year. Many of the students attending the event are able 
to simply get to know Hatch, and are encouraged to · 
address concerns and/or questions. - 
The goal is for students and administrators to 

understand that we all have similar · 
ideas and objectives for improving 
school. For example, when asked 
what he thought was one of the 
most important parts of the strategic 
plan, Hatch referenced improving 
Career Services. 
Instead of providing lists of 

internships and possible job offers, 
Hatch wants Career Services to 
reach out to students and help us 
understand where we will be happy 
and how we can make a positive 
difference in the world. Improving 
relationships between faculry, 

administrators and students directly relates to increased 
engagement and communication. 
One of the most frequently cited aspects of Wake 

is the fact that when we walk to class every day we 
see at least 10 people we know. More of these casual 
interactions will give us the ability to interact and 
capitalize on our abundant resources. 

The concept of bringing stu- 
dents and faculty together 
outside of the classroom 
allows for more casual and 
personal interactions that 
enhance relationships and 

ing environment. 
foster a more positive learn- 

Emma Causey is a senior economics major from 
Arlington, Vti. 

given to us. These resources, 
including Reynolds Gym and the 
Miller Center, are often full. 
The "Master Plan" for the university 
would and has planned to solve 
this problem with building yet 
another multi-million dollar student 
recreational center. This is not an 
immediate solution, and in these hard 
economic times better solutions can 
be found. 
The Miller Center, built in 2001, 

was paid for primarily out of the 
General Fund, and it should be 
primarily for the "general" student 
population. 
However, the only space for our 

student population is found in a 
weight room o~, the ?rst Ho~; and a 
rarely available cardio room on the 
second. 
This would be fantastic except there 

are four floors to the supposed student 
center. Why is it that a college of 
nearly 7,000 has one small weight 
room? There are seven treadmills for 
6,862 enrolled students. This leaves a 
ratio of one treadmill to 1,372 people. 
So, if only half of the student 

Campus needs to maximize available space 
This building was also paid for 

out of the General Fund, but ask 
students if they have been in or used 
the Deacon Tower; the answer will 
always be no. Why is a building of 

. this magnitude and expense not being 
used during the year 
except seven home 
football games? 
Students have little 
or more often no 
access or use for this 
building, but it was 
paid for from the 
General Fund. 
The sole purpose of 

the Deacon Tower is 
to make the athletic 
department and 
school money, and a 
General Fund project should be used 
for primarily students. 
However, this building is also hard 

to access since it is far away from 
campus, so a compromise must be 
made. 
The offices raking up space on the 

second floor of the Miller Center 
should be moved into the Deacon 

Tower or Bridger Field House (next 
door to the Deacon Tower). This 
would free up space in the Miller 
Center for additional equipment 
or other workout facilities for the 
students . 

They are the most 
valuable asset of the 
school and should 
be the school's 
highest priority 
including their 
fitness. 

Resources have great 
potential but are 
currently being ignored 

Tyler Claytor 
Guest columnist 

Nany college campus, staying 
hysically active and fit can 
ecome a challenge to even the 

most health conscious individuals. 
Here at Wake Forest, we are swamped 
With work and other responsibilities, ' 
but our group of students overcomes 
these obstacles to stay very active. 
Any given day, a quick trip around 
the campus, inside or outside, an 
enormous amount of students will be 
f?und exercising in some capacity. The 
sidewalks are strewn with joggers, the 
outdoor basketball courts filled and 

' the volleyball pits covered with eager 
participants. 
Looking inside the resources given to 

es us by the university will prove that we 
re students actively use all the resources 

Why is it that a college of 
nearly 7,000 has one small 
weight room?There are 
seven treadmills for 6,862 This renovation 
enrolled students. This leaves would allow for the 

financial burden 
of a new student 
workout facility 
as well as alleviate 
crowding in the 

Miller Center. The student body, 
alumni, staff and general public 
should let the school know that the 
lack of student resources is a problem, 
and this is the way to solve that 
problem. 

a ratio of one treadmill to 
1,372 people. 

Tyler Claytor is a freshman from Glen 
Allen, Vti. 
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. Biden selection evokes mixed feelings 

Seth Williford 
Old Gold & Black columnist 

I t's that time of year again. The weather 
is beautiful. Tour groups march through 
campus by the hundreds. All of the work 

you neglected to do is finally starting to catch 
up to you. And, as is customary, someone 
is complaining about the pick of who will 
be the commencement speaker. In the past, 
I've watched as others have griped about the 
selection of one speaker or another. 
I am certain that just about everyone now 

knows that Vice President Joe Biden will be 
giving the graduation speech this year. Let me be 
dear about this, though. 
There is nothing to match having a sitting 

vice president speak at our graduation. Yet, 
having Biden speak so soon after having spoken 
in the fall, during the heat of the presidential 
campaign, strikes me as being an uninspired 
pick. 

As a conservative, I dearly have policy 
differences with the vice president, and I am 
aware that his multiple appearances throughout 
the state in the last few months has a lot to do 
with the Obama administration's attempts to 
solidify North Carolina as a blue state. There's 
no telling what his speech might consist of, but 
it will hopefully be fully scripted, namely due to 
Biden's ability to consistently shove his foot in 
his mouth. 
In the past, the university has more or less 

aimed to keep their selections as apolitical as 
possible. Even when they've invited people such 
as Senator John McCain or former Secretary of 
State Colin Powell, it has been at times when 
these people were not closely associated with 
overly political movements. Yes, McCain was the 
GOP candidate this year, but in 2002, he was 
the "maverick" that all of the Democrats loved. 
Powell was the Secretary of State for George 
Bush in 2004, but was known as a very centrist 
member of the administration, departing 
immediately after the election later that year. 
Imagine if the administration had selected 

former-Vice President Dick Cheney to speak at 
commencement at some point while Cheney 
was in office? It would dearly have been viewed 
as a severely political pick, and you would have 
seen very public displays of outrage. While 
I would probably not have been one of the 

ones displaying the excess outrage, I could and 
certainly would have understood why people 
would be upset by the selection of such a 
blatantly political character. 
Also, there is something that we all abide here 

at Wake Forest, and it is the Honor Code. In 
fact, it is because of his tendency to exaggerate 
the truth and his failure to give 
credit to others that Joe Biden's 
presidential ambitions coasted 
from the time he first ran in 
1988 and when he finally ran 
again in 2008. Biden was run 
out of the race by the news 
media when he failed to credit 
Neil Kinnock, the leader of 
the British Labour Party at 
the time, for a portion of one 
of his speeches. He also was 
found to have exaggerated in 
public the facts of his college 
career, further enticing the 
news media to report about him until he left the 
race. 
I know you're asking yourself, if I don't like 

Biden coming to campus, what should I do? My 
response would be, do nothing and accept your 
fate. The school spends a tremendous amount of 
time and effort securing and planning speakers 
for commencement, and they deserve more 

credit than they get when it comes to how much 
effort they put into trying to bring only the 
finest speakers to Wake Forest. For those of you 
who are graduating and are unhappy, remember 
this when you get letters and phone calls from 
the school asking for money. For those of us 
who are yet to graduate, our goal should be to 

work closer with the university 
to ensure that they listen and 
are more responsive to the 
recommendations and interests 
of future graduates. 
At the end of the day, I am 

hoping for a great graduation 
ceremony. At the end of 
the day, it is not about who 
spoke, but about the four (or 
more) years that graduates put 
towards getting a degree from 
one of the finest universities 
in the country. And at the 
end of the day, no matter how 

much myself and others may disagree with the 
selection, there is no denying the history behind 
having a sitting vice president speak at one 
of the most exciting and important days in a 
person's life. 

There is nothing to match 
having a sitting vice presi 
dent speak at our gradua 
tion. Yet, having Biden speak 
so soon after having spoken 
in the fall ... strikes me as 
being an uninspired pick. 

Seth Williford is a sophomore political science 
major from Wilson, N C. 

· Ec-0-pinions I Greener Thinking 

Campus should become "greener" 

SanjayTalluri and 
Lacey Robinson 

i Old Gold & Black columnists 

• • e acknowledge that the 
university administration 

1 may have rigorous criteria 
for their decisions, so we are simply 
relating the following situations as 
)ve see them. As outsiders looking 
in, we believe that our views are 
1ust as important as those who don't 
participate in administrative duties of 
{he university. . 
: Prospective students and families, 
lJenefactors, community members, 
j'lnd those attending meetings and 
conferences - all these have the same 
outsider points of view that we do as 
students. 
: If we perceive problems, they very 
}Nell may too. This is a poor reflection 
bn our university and one that, at least 
~eemingly, contradicts its attempts 
to become more environmentally 
~ustainable. 
!. That said, we understand that the 
j..iniversity is taking steps to amend 
jnany environmentally-related 
issues, and we encourage them to 
ucknowledge these specific issues and 
do so as soon as possible. 
: Several times we have noticed 
~ampus police vehicles idling in 
parking lots waiting for drivers to 
rnake mistakes so they can quickly be 
ticketed. If the police cars are turned 
off, necessary communication could 
be handled with a battery-operated 
radio, the overhead light can still 
be used when the car is off, and the 
laptops used in the cars probably 

have their own batteries. Also, we've 
personally never seen campus police 
in any sort of situation requiring 
such a powerful vehicle as the Crown 
Victorias currently in use. If the 
University Police want to continue 
idling their cars, we suggest switching 
to more efficient and possibly more 
nimble cars that would prove more 
useful on these winding campus 
roads. 
Also, it seems that parking 

enforcement doesn't need trucks to 
conduct their business. We've never 
seen any parking enforcement vehicle 
hauling any large objects. Even a 
facilities vehicle that is used to carry 
heavier equipment is all-electric. 
For a job that requires slow moving 
and frequent stopping, virtually 
any vehicle is highly inefficient, but 
a conventional truck is especially 
inefficient. 
We suggest supplying campus 

parking officers with better means of 
transportation. In inclement weather 
conditions, we understand the 
utility of vehicles, so we still contend 
that efficient cars are appropriate. 
"Appropriate" doesn't necessarily 
mean "optimal," however. 
During nice weather, biking and 

walking are efficient ways to get 
around campus. If students are 
only given 10 minutes to get from 
one class to another, then it seems 
reasonable to assume that biking and 
walking wouldn't delay the parking 
management process. 
We understand that commencement 

is near and the university would like 
to make a good presentation of the 
grounds for the ceremony, but in 
this time of environmental exigency 
the university should be expected to 
adjust its landscaping practices to be 
more sustainable. 
Frequent replanting of many Bower 

beds around campus is frivolous and 
requires more water and fertilizer than 
allowing plants to grow for a longer 

period of time. Also, trucks are often 
used to transport water to plants. 
This use of water contradicts the 
water-saving claim used as a reason to 
remove the trays from the Pit. Given 
the increasing global water scarcity 
and its profound impacts, we support 
saving water both in and outside of 
the Pit. 
Massive amounts of lawn-mowing 

and leaf-blowing not only use a lot 
of gas; they also disrupt the primary 
functions of the university. In class, 
students are often distracted by the 
noise, and more than once, our 
professors have complained about the 
disruptions. 
Also, the maintenance often begins 

so early in the morning that students 
in neighboring residence halls aren't 
able ro get adequate sleep. We 
understand and appreciate that the 
university wants to ensure that the 
grounds are nice for the day. However, 
we suggest that the university reduce 
the frequency of lawn mowing, if only 
slightly. 
If the university cur grass less 

frequently, the amount of dippings 
would be reduced, and the use of leaf 
blowers would not be as necessary. 
Not only would this cut energy 
costs, bur it would reduce noise and 
inconvenience. 
Again, the above problems, we trust, 

are ones that the university has already 
considered. 
We hope that the university 

genuinely espouses environmental 
sustainability in its everyday activities 
beyond simply hosting the Earth 
Day Fair and hiring a Sustainability 
Coordinator. Furthermore, we hope 
that the university understands the 
collateral issues associated with these 
unsustainable problems. 

Sanjay Talluri is a senior physics major 
from Mount Airy, NC. Lacey Robinson 
is a senior political science major from 
New Bern, NC. 

How does Wake Forest stack up? I Facts and figures 

Yale University 

25.8% 
Almost a quarter of Yale's 
faculty are minorities 

Wake Forest University 

13.6% 
Just above a tenth of Wake's 

faculty are minorities 

Early Registration 
March 23 - April 9, All Students 

Session I 
May 14 - May 17: Registration & Advisory, All Students 

May 19: Classes Begin 

Session II 
June 23: Registration & Advisory, All Students 

June 25: Classes Begin 

Application Deadlines 
May 8: Session I, Visiting Students ONLY 

June 19: Session II, Visiting Students ONLY 

:; -· . 

life lJke This 
lhomas Kozak 

Nathan· fox-Helser 

- 

' 
Other 

' ' Pei-rormainces: 
Anthony Aston Playe1·s 
Ji'lde Arts. Associat~on 
a 1;o 4 Ounces 

' - 

Presented by 1 
Anthony Aston Players, in 

association with Wake Radio, 3 to 4 
Ounces, and Fine Arts Association 

ANTH 
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Seeking Middle Ground I Left Says 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 A7 

Dems advocate for practical government 
were mostly used to fund my dad's smoking 
habit, the two of them moved to a state filled 
with burger joints and churches everywhere they 
turned. 
For them, the U.S. was 

"the land of opportunity," as 
cliche as it sounds. If I could 
remember one quote from 
my dad growing up, it would 
be, "This is America. You can 
do anything." In his youthful 
mindset, my dad did not 
L dieve that starting out with 
a small amount of money 
hindered him from achieving 
his goals in America. It was a 
place where you could start 
with nothing and through 
hard work and dedication, you 
could one day become something. 
Opportunities are everywhere, you just 

have to look for them. Because of my parents, 
preserving this idea that an opportunity should 

be available to everyone became a priority for 
me. As I grew older, I began paying more and 
more attention to politics. Since my parents are 
not overtly political, it was up to me to decide 

where my loyalties would lie. 
A critical moment that helped 
me find my "political niche" 
occurred when I came across 
a Bill Clinton speech on TV 
In it he said, "By lifting the 
weakest, poorest among us, we 
lift the rest of us as well." To 
me this embodies the ideology 
of the Democratic Party; while that is there because its pres- 
not everyone will be fiscally 
successful, everyone deserves 
a decent standard of living. 
The belief that although we 
may never have a completely 

"perfect union," continually striving to get there 
will bring us closer than we can ever imagine. 
As time progressed, I began to learn more 
about the party. I started to agree with the way 

I started to ~gree with the 
Sonali Desai way Democrats viewed gov- s 

Old Gold & Black columnist ernment; through their eyes 

Mace where the confederate flag still 
es higher than ever, Greenwood, S.C., 
ay not seem like the most conducive 

environment to be a Democrat. While I may 
have blended in with my friends, whose parents 
were typically right-wing Southern Baptists, the 
truth was that I was tomparatively different. My 
parents were born and raised in India, and upon 
getting married at age 20, they decided to move 
to rhe United States. With what little money 
they received from their wedding gifts, which 

government is a friend not 
an enemy. It is something 

ence is necessary. 

Democrats viewed government; through their 
eyes government is a friend not an enemy. It is 
something that is there because its presence is 
necessary. 
Without a government that looks out for the 

well being of its people, things could potentially 
begin to fall apart. During Barack Obama's 
famous 2004 Democratic Convention speech, 
a quote of his struck me similarly to that of 
Clinton's. 
He said "People don't expect government to 

solve all their problems. Bur they sense, deep 
in their bones, that with just a slight change in 
priorities, we can make sure that every child in 
America has a decent shot at life, and that the 
doors of opportunity remain open to all." This is; 
why I chose the Democratic Party. 
Many criticize Democrats for being idealistic, · 

but in actuality, the fundamental principles of 
the party are what inspire the most practical 
solutions to our country's problems. 

Sonali Desai is a sophomore from Greenwood, S. C. 
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Old Gold & Black Advertisement 

ambassador around the world. And when he 

NOT ENOUGH ART IN 

NO WONDER PEOPLE 

WAS 

OUR SCJfo 
0Ls 

• 

THINK 

THE FIRST MAN TO 

WALK 

It's a long way from the Apollo Theatre to 

the Apollo program. And while his playing 

may have been "as lofty as a moon flight," as 

11me magazine once suggested, that would be 

as close as Louis Daniel Armstrong would 

ever get to taking "one small step for man." 

But as the premier p:y; musician of the zoth 

century, giant leaps were a 

matter of course for Satchmo 

No person before or since 

has ever embodied - and 

revolunomzed - jazz the way Armstrong left his .f ootpnnts 
all over the J<t;z; world. And he 
usu111ly did it in l11ce-11p oxfords. Louis Armstrong did 

Take solos, for instance. Ir's impossible to 

imagine ja:z,:z, without them. But they actually 

didn't become an established part of the ja:y; 

vocabulary until Armstrong helped populanze 

them. Seventy years later, his solos are still 

revered for their audacity and virtuosity 

In the 1950s, when his popularity became 

too big to be contained within our borders, 

he accepted an invitation from the State 

Department to act as an American goodwill 

ON THE MOON. 

Insta1tl of a giant leap, Louis Armstrong delwered one 
,gumt .f1wJonn cra;;y 1m;;; grMve for mankmd. 

became the last p:z,z, musician to hit #1 on the 

Billboard pop chart, he beat the Beatles to do it 

Not bad for a kid whose first 

-: 
'Rm NG 

experience with a trumpet was 
READIN' -, 

as a guest in a New Orleans 

correction home for wayward 

boys. If only today's schools 

were as enlightened as that 

reformatory was. 

well-being. Virtually every study shows that 

moms and dads like the eflecrs the arts have on 

their children. They like that dance and music 

and paiming and drama teach kids to be more 

tolerant and open. They like that they allow 

boys and girls to express themselves creatively. 

And they appreciate that the ans help promote 

individuality, bolster self-confidence while also 

improving overall academic performance. 

Which makes it so surprising that the arts 

have been allowed to virtually disappear from 

our schools. And our children's lives. 

THIS IS WHAT HORNS ARE FOR. 

A little art is not enough. If you think the 

ART 
/ 

education, please visit us on 

hour or so of art your kids are 

getting each week isn't nearly 

their fair share, it's time to make 

some noise. To find out just 

how to get involved or for more 

information on the ways your 

'RfTHMETIC 
child can benefit from arts 

LOUIS THE FIRST. 
There's plenty of brnm IO go around. 

Give more to art. 

Ask almost any parent, and they'll say ans 

education is very important to their child's 

A RT. ASK FOR 

the web at AmericansForTheArts.org Just like 

the great Sarchmo, all you need is a little brass. 

MORE. 



IN THE SPOTLIGHT: 
Bedford: Freshman golfer Lee 
~edford talks about how he got 
involved in golf, who he models 
his game after and a place in the 
state everyone should visit. 

1 Page B2. 

BASEBALL: 
4/25 @ Florida State 
4/26 @ Florida State 
4/28 v. Davidson 

WOMEN'S TENNIS: 
5/8 NCAA Regionals 
5/9 NCAA Regionals 
5/10 NCAA Regionals 

MEN'S GOLF: 
5/11 Big 4 Challenge 
5/14 NCAA Regionals 
5/15 NCAA Regionals 

MEN'S TENNIS: 
517 NCAA Regionals 
5/8 NCAA Regionals 
5/9 NCAA Regionals 

WOMEN'S GOLF: 
517 NCAA Regionals 
5/8 NCAA Regionals 
5/9 NCAA Regionals 
TRACK: 
4/25 Penn Relays 
5/8 NC Fast Times 
5/8 Oregon Trail 

21 Polo-horses die of 
unknown causes 

The 21 horses of the Venezuelan 
team Lechuza Caracas died 

enly on April 19 at the U.S. 
n in Palm Beach, Fla. The fatali 
were unsuspected and the cause 

still unknown. Flordia veterinarians 
o treated the horses suspect that the 
failure that killed them all was the 
t of a toxin. 

Tainted food, vitamins and supple 
rs, or a combination of all three 
have triggered it. Toxicologies 

be performed on the horses; how- 
' it could take weeks to obtain the 
rts, 

The team has up to 60 horses, and 
ugh it is owned by Venezuelen 
or Vargas, most of the horses are 
rine.Eachhorseisworrhanywherc 
een $10,000 to $200,000. 

place tie for the men's 
golf team at the ACC 
Championship 

place taken at the ACC 
championships by the 
women's golf team 

14 years since the 
women's golf team 
has won the ACC 

shot-margin victory for 
the women's golf team 

home runs for the 
baseball team this 
season 

c of the Week goes to freshman 
n Stadler, who was ranked as the 
nd-best rookie two-way player in 
e baseball. 
nized by Perfect Game U.S.A., 

er made the top five freshmen in 
baseball. Stadler is also ranked 

eighth in the ACC 
for his ERA of 
3.17. His throw 
ing has achieved a 
teamhighof481/3 
innings. 
Out ofrhe 54 hits 

Stadler has pitched, 
only 17 of the 30 
runs were earned. 
He has struck out 
39 batters and 
completed two 

which is another team high. 
erisawell-roundedmemberofthe 
Hitting two homeruns, 22 RBis, 

10 doubles has led to Sradler's .254 
average. 

ore playing for Wake, Stadler was 
'nated for the Preseason Virginia 
Team and drafted by the San 

eisco Giants in the 40th round of 
2008 MLB Draft. 

'tlin is temporary. It may last 
·nute, or an hour, or a day, 
year, but eventually it will 

and something else will 
its place. If I quit, hoioeuer. 
fi " ts oreuer: 

,., Lance Armstrong 

By Hailey Robbins I Staff writer 
Wake Forest + 17 
UNC-G +41 

The Wake Forest women's golf team 
took home the ACC Championship 
after an impressive showing April 17-19 
at Sedgefield Country Club in Greens 
boro, N. C. For the third time this year, 
the Lady Deacs were named the Team 
of the Week by Golfiueek. 
Ranked No. 5 in the country, the 

women's golf team finished with their 
firstACC Championship victory in 14 
years, snapping Duke University's 13 
year ACC-winning streak. 
Without a single player finishing 

worse than 16th overall, the Demon 
Deacons won by 24 srokes, taking first, 
fourth, fifth and tenth. Sophomore 
Natalie Sheary had a record round, 
taking the lead from fellow Deacon, 
senior Nannette Hill, to win the indi 
vidual title. This title didn't come quite 
as easily. 
At the dose of the regulation play, 

Sheary and three-time defending ACC 
Champion Amanda Blumenherst from 
Duke were tied and went into a sudden 
death playoff. Shearywon after just one 
hole converting on a par putt for the 
title. 

G 0 L D 

Hill had a share of the lead midway 
through the final round and made two 
pars to start the back nine before making 
four bogeys on her way in. She still 
managed a fourth place finish. 
Sophomore Allie Bodemann opened 

the tournament with a first round 79, 
but she bounced back with a 2-over 
73 in the second round and an even 
par 71 on the final day to finish tied 
for sixth. 
"It feels awesome to win an ACC 

Championship," Bodemann said. "It 
hasn't really sunk in yet. It was so much 
fun to not only stop Duke from winning 
14 in a row, but especially to bring the 
title back to Wake Forest. 
"I really liked the course, it was dif 

ferent than a lot of the ones we have 
played so far, but it was almost like the 
course was designed for our team, we 
played so well." 
Senior Jean Chua had the best 

final round of any Deacon, posting a 
2-under 69. She played her last seven 
holes 2-under par. She finished tied for 
fifth. Freshman Cheyenne Woods bird 
ied two of her last four holds to finish 
her final round. She posted a 73 and 
finished 13-over par tied for 16th. 
The 24 stroke victory is the largest for 

any team other than Duke in the event's 
history. Having received an automatic 
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Lady Deacs run away with ACC title 

The Lady Deacs J?Ose with their ACC Championship trophy. 
It was the Deacs first victory in 14 years. 

bid to the NCAA National Champion 
ship, the team looks to bring home a 
national tide for the university. 
"Coach was really happy, and really 

happyforus. We worked so hard to win 
and she was so proud," Bodemann said. 
"She wanted us to enjoy the moment, 
but also look ahead to NCAAs. We are 
all enjoying the win, but we have our 

sights set on the big prize, which is an 
NCAA title and we can definitely do it. 
We are going to keep working hard the 
next few weeks and see where it takes us, 
which will hopefully be to the top." 
The Lady Deacs continue their quest 

to the National Tide May 7. The 
announcement of field placements will 
be Monday, April 27. 

Spring Fling 

A Deacon running back for the Black team during the spring scrimmage powers through sophomore linebacker Gelo Orange 
and sophomore safety John Stamper. The Deacs' first game in the fall is a Sept. 5 showdown with Baylor. 

By John Harrison I Staff writer 
Black 24 
White 14 

With most of the spring sports seasons 
winding down, it's time once again to set 
our sights toward the gridiron this fall. 
Though it's still months away from the 
opening kickoff against Baylor Sept. 5, 

the Demon Deacon football squad gave 
fans plenty to be excited about at the 
annual spring game this past Saturday, 
April 18. 
The 90 minute scrimmage, which 

concluded this year's spring drills, took 
place on campus at the Doc Martin 
Football Practice Complex. 
As always, Coach Jim Grobe split his 

players into two teams for the modified 

contest. Though the Black squad came 
out on top, 24-14 over the White, there 
were certainly bright moments on both 
sides of the ball. 
"I thought we had some good indi 

vidual play," Grobe said afterward. 
"Some of the skill guys did a nice job 
after they caught the ball and running 
with it. I thought our backs did some 
good things running the football." 

The White team struck first in the 
contest, as freshman Tommy Bohanon 
scored on a one-yard plunge. 
The Black team responded quickly, 

however, tying the game on a 65-yard 
scamper by freshman wide receiver 
Chris Givens, and then jumping ahead 
thanks to a two-yard touchdown run 

See Football, Page B6 

Deacs drop fifth straight 
By Steven Johns I Staff writer 

W'ake Forest 12 
High Point 5 

A disappointing weekend drops the Diamond 
Deacs to 6-15 in the ACC and 20-19 overall. 
The Deacons looked to get a win against non 

conference opponent High Point, but they were 
unable to control the Panthers' offense. 
In the 12-5 loss the Wake Forest bats came 

alive, but the pitching did not. The Deacs were 
able to get 12 hits, but could only manage the 
five runs. The inability to hit with runners on 
base was the downfall of the Deacs. 
Senior Weldon Woodall and freshman Micah 

Jarrett led the Wake Forest offense with two hits 
and one RBI each. Freshman Austin Stadler was 
also able to get two hits off of the High Point 
pitching staff. 
The Deacs were also winless in a three game 

series against the Coastal Division leading Geor- 
gia Tech Yellow Jackets. . 
The Deacons failed to show up m the first game 

against the Yellow Jackets, losing 13-2. Georgia 
Tech Pitcher Deck McGuire shutdown the strug 
gling Wake Forest offense by going seve? innings 
and only allowing two runs on four hits. . 
See Baseball, Page B6 

Junior Phil Negus suffered the loss for the 
Deacs April 18, giving up six runs in 6 2/3. 

A trip around 
MLB: Americas 

I 

best ballparks 
By Steven Johns I Staff writer 

The opening of the new Mets stadium, Citi Field, 
got me thinking; what are the three best stadiums in 
baseball? Throughout my life I have been traveling 
city to city trying to reach every MLB stadium. 
As of now I have made it to all but three stadi- 

ums. I have not been to the Mets 
stadium, the Nationals stadium 
or the Indians stadium. So, as 
I compiled this list of my three 
best stadiums, those stadiums 
were not in contention. 
3. Chase Field: The Arizona 

Diamondbacks play in my third best stadium. This 
covered ballpark has great seats everywhere in the 
park and provides a great place to watch a baseball 
game. The retractable roof, which is almost always 
closed, protects fans from the intense Arizona heat 
and creates a very loud atmosphere. The field itself 
is very large and has some unique quirks. The large 
centerfield fence provides a challenge for hitters 
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By Lizzie Rosn · ) r1 "r ,itpr 

flP'W did you dedde to come to 
Wake? 
Well, 1 had several offers to different 

sclloo1s. 1 took VISJt~ end scoped -OUt 
what T wanted re do. 1 real'v liked 
Coach I faas· hi.: ·s a great gi.t> who can 
real!v help 'n with my gam •. < )bvi 
OU$ly Wike Forest has goi: an incre" 
ihlelegacywith golf. so that detlnitdv 
hdp.:d. 

H~w 4i4 YPll~t.inwh~ m golf? 
1 played baseball for a long time: pfay, 

ing competitively and traveling around 
the country. I decided tostick with golf 
around myfreshman·&ophomore year 
of high school; after that I knew it was 
what I wanted to do. I grew up on a 
golf course so I've alw ays been around 
it, bm never really took it seriously 
until I w, ~ U or J 1 Then I really got 
into 't. i m a perfeetiomst so I kept 
working at it. 

Whatis your favorite season to pla) 
in and why? 
Spring; because the weather is per 

fe.:r;, the temperature is perfect and 
you're coming i11 from the winter so 
rhe spring just feels amazing. 

If you weren'tgolflngrightnow, what 
do- :you think you would be doing? 
r;~ be playing ba ·ebafl for some 

school probably; my guess would be 
N.C. State. I would be playing some 
sport if it wasn't golf bocause my 
favprite toy as a kid growing up was 
a baseball bat. 

Who do you model yow: game after 
and why? · 
I kind of pick and chose what I lih 

from certain people. I look at lrevor 
Immelman's swing a lot. llike Tiger's 
putting stroke. I pick and chose posi 
tions that I like. Some of the best ball 
strikers I model my swing after. Some 
of the best putters you try to putt like. 
I just rry to find what works for me 
and go from there. 

all season. \X'e will see what Wt' can 
do, get out there and play well. Obvi 
ouslv I would like to win N( 'A i\s .rs 
wou'l<l everyone else that is go. 1g to 
be playing them. 
So vou gotta just go out there and 

perform. and see what happens. 

How do you keep yourself focused in 
competition when you get down? 
Get voursclf together, tr) to l-l'l kle 

dow n ano hi r it out a couple flags t ' l 
volt nugnt not usually hit it rr, make. a 
coup! h rdies and qy to ~r O. ~TA4f 
back into it. 

What is one sport you have nev r 
tried that you would like to? 
r never played football as a ki::! so I've 

alv; '(V~ kind of been interesteL in ti at; 
hut I'm not exactly a football frame. 
I love foorball, watching football, it's 
somet ting I've never tried rowinr 
up bu• I'd be interested 1>1 giving fr 
a shot. 

Do you have any personal ritual'l 
before a meet? 

1 alwar hit balls a lot !om;, .. r'' l'' 
most people would bcfor • piay l 
alwavs have to •1Mkc 2. 10 f 1ot putt 
before I g.o w the first tee. 
So I generally putt for 0 little bit, 

go hit a bunch of balls then I come 
back and make some short putts, make 
a 1 O~foo'ter, two ln a row to get my 
confide ce up. 

What ls one piece of advice you 
would give to incoming freshmen? 
Ger ready for school. It's a lot dif 

ferent then high school. Ir's kind of 
hard to balance, but once you figure 
out what teacher's expect aJ' J ·hat 
your co,Khes' expect you 1 ·--i ti' it 
whl.'.n you're on the golf course you're 
611 the golf course, when you're in the 
classroom you're in the classroom and 
you focus on what you an:: doing at 
that time. 

What is one thing everyone should 
see in North Carolin.i before they 
graduate? 
Everyone needs to go to \X,.lmington. 

Go to Wilmington, go ro th, be-ach and 
hang out at the town al night. 

What are your personal and team 
goals for the rest of the season? 
Obviously you w.mttowin. Our goal 

is to win NCAAs; that's been our goal 
~~~ ...... ~~·~--~-~-·~ 

Kon nor Tucker to become a 
member of Deacs basketball 

Old Gold & Black Sporti 

Photo Courtesy of Media Relatio 
Graphic by Bobby O'Connor/O/dGold&B/r. 

Men's soccer finishes spring season 
by defeating Maryland 

Football team holds awards banquet at 
BB&T Field to wrap up spring season 

Recently signing a letter ofintent, Konn or 
Tucker, a 6-foot, 4-inch guard from Lon 
Morris College in Jacksonville, Tx., will 
join the basketball team forthe 2009-2010 
season. Attending Paschal High School in 
Fort Worth, T x. and graduating last spring 
with a 4.1 GPA, Tucker attended junior 
college to improve his basketball recruiting 
profile despite being an NCAA qualifier. 
Tucker is the first junior college trans 

fer since Sean Allen came from Anderson 
Junior College for the 1994-1995 season 
and the first Texas native since Broderick 
Hicks played for Wake from 1999-2002. 

Pacing Maryland at RFKStadium on Friday, April 
17, the men's soccer team cruised to a 3-1 victory 
over the defending 2008 national champions. 
Freshman Kyle Adams scored his first collegiate 

goal in the third minute of play. Junior Cody 
Arnoux's header met junior Zack Schilawski to 
score the second goal. Freshman Luke Norman 
tallied the final one, giving the Deacs a 3-0 lead 
from which the Terps would not recover. 
With the win, the Deacs finish the spring season 

with a2-3 record. Although also defeating Denver, 
the Deacs fell to Akron and a pair of pro teams, 
the Carolina RailHawks and the New England 
Revolution. 

The football team held its annual banquet on Sat· 
urday, April 18 to honor its players, with all ?ut 00'. 
award going to red-shirt seniors. Chosen by his re~ 
mates, Aaron Curry earned MVP as a first ream · 
ACC selection. Stanley Arnoux earned the Bill George 
Award, ranking second to Curry with 89 tac~es. 
Leading the ACC with 81 catches, D.]. Boldin w~ 

nar~1ed Outstanding Offensive Ba~k, whileAl~hoili~ 
Smnh earned Outstanding Defensive Back, secnng 
ACC record for career interceptions with 21. h 
Also receiving awards were Chip Vaughan ~s t e 

Outstanding Special Teams Player and red-shirr JW:10r 
er · Lrne· Russell Nenon as the Outstanding Onens1ve 

man/Tight End. 
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rack teams set school and national records' 
By Scott Wilson I Staff writer 

rweekend, April 14-16 at theACC 
oor track and field championships 
e University of Miami, the Wake 
r men's and women's track teams set 

riple school records, including one 
·0nal record, on their way to a middle 
e-pack finish in Coral Gables, Fla. 

rida State won the women's champi 
ip with a score of 161 points, while 
men's contest ended in a tie between 
University of Virginia and Florida 
r(, each with 141 points each. 
1ie Demon Deacon men's and worn 
. reams finished eighth (45 points) and 
rh (35 points), respectively. 
nior Michael Bingham continued 
r has become one of the best indi 
u~seasons in Wake Forest history by 
ning the men's 400m race with ease. 
gham made his move at roughly the 

The Grand Ole 
ipers Intramural 

Softball 

lam Cernuto I Asst. Sports Editor 
Once listed as the "Pipe Quote 
rhe Day" on Pipesmagazine. 
m, Doctor Barstein's quote 
:ame the acclaimed identity 
rhe newest intramural softball 
m: "Nowhere in the world will 
;ha brotherly feeling of confi- 

1 1ce be experienced as amongst 
se who sit together smoking 
n pipes." 
ihe Grand Ole Pipers begin 
:ry game with warm-ups, 
~uding a team smoke. Pro 
Jired from having tobacco on 
field itself, the team stands in 
ationon the street nearby. To 

splete their persona, they wear 
illal three piece suits that range 
n vests and suspenders to caps 
ities. Co-captained by senior 
res Smith and junior John 
:ker, the team has members 
JI class years. Smith pitched, 
mpanied by senior Mark 

' Jvin at shortstop, freshman 
,exander Ive at first base and 

·Imbodeo ·. 
.left outfield. 

200m mark and cruised to a victory by 
almost a full second with a time of 45.32 
seconds, setting the collegiate record for 
the fastest 400m time and securing the 
world's fourth fastest recorded race this 
year. Bingham adds the ACC outdoor 
championship to his ACC and NCAA 
tides in the indoor 400m race. 
Bingham, along with junior Jon Reid, 

sophomore Allen Lunkenheimer and 
junior Tyler Dodds, paced the 4 x 400m 
relay team to a second place finish with 
a time of 3:08.60. Dodds also contrib 
uted with a fourth place finish in the 
decathalon, totaling6,715 points despite 
being able to throw the javelin only once 
because of an injury. 
Junior Thomas Sensing set another 

school record in the javelin throw (222- 
10), earning a second place finish and 
his first All-ACC honors. Senior Phil 
lip Warsaw was able to gut out a finals 

Other members of the team 
included senior Greg Zora, 
juniors Ben Suitt, Austin Jones, 
and Mike Dorsey, sophomores 
Rob Schaaf and Gary Porter, and 
freshmen Matt King, Michael 
Zalimeni, Beau Burns, Zach 
Newman and Chapman Lever. 
Ivey, known as "Pud," is proud 

ofrhe unique precedent the GOP 
set this year. "The GOP ream 
is different from other teams 
because we share a bond of the 
pipe," Ivey said. "Other teams 
just want to win softball games, 
but we want to win them while 
retaining our tradition of smok 
ing pipes together and dressing 
rather dashingly." 
The idea for the team origi 

nated from the club on campus 
called The Grand Ole Pipers. 
Founded March 23, 2008, the 
Pipers have weekly Sunday night 
smokers in formal attire on the 
balcony outside of the Magnolia 
Room. 
The group is led by officers 

who reinforce the constitution 
and the GOP crest. The presi 
dent, known as the Knight Grand 
Cross, is junior Ben Suitt and the 
vice-president, called the Knight 
Commander, is junior John 
fu <>r Al.fl ougli. n r officially 
recognized as a club by the uni- 

appearance despite torn knee ligaments. 
Reid finished sixth in the 400m race. 
For the women, the 4 x 400m relay 

team, consisting of senior Melissa Coun 
cil and juniors Caroline Vaughn, Alex 
Gove and Nicole Castronuova, set a 
school record with a time of 3:39.26 
while also earning a third place finish. 
Council added another school record 
in the 400m race, posting a time of 
53.62, good enough for third place and 
a regional qualifying bid. 
Vaughn, part of the record-breaking 

relay team, qualified for the finals in both 
the 1 OOm and 400m races on Saturday, 
April 18. 
Freshman pole vaulter Michelle Lange 

recorded her personal best ofl 2-1.50 feet 
and placing eighth in the event. 
On Sunday, April 19 she bettered her 

time in the 400m dash to finish sixth 
overall, while also turning in a fifth place 

Bennett still searches for improve 
ment. 
"We had some tremendous individual; 

performances, especially from Thomas 
Sensing and Michael Bingham who 
scored big points for us. On the women's 
side, Caroline Vaughn competed very 
hard and Melissa Council broke the 
school record in the 400. While there 
were some bright moments, unfortu 
natelywe got banged up with some inju 
ries and left some points on the board. 
I'm not tremendously pleased with fin 
ishing eighth on the men's side and the. 
women finishing ninth. We have a lot. 
of young kids that need to keep working 
hard and getting better to meet the level 
of competition in the ACC, because ir " 
gets better and better every year." 
The Demon Deacons will travel to 

Philadelphia, Pa., this weekend for the 
Penn Relays, held April 23-25. 

versity, theGOPhas28members 
and "unofficial" faculty advisor, 
Kevin Teasley. 
Smith had the original idea for 

the softball team. "By joining the 
Men's A League, our team got a 
lot of flack in the beginning for 
not being serious enough," Smith 
said. "It was awesome to come 
onto the field and win our first 
game with a resounding score of 
19-9. Now, even the tour guides 
are telling prospective students 
about our team!" 
As Smith said, the team did have 

a successful season by winning 
their first two games and having 
an overall record of, including the 
playoffs, 2-2. Despite losing in 
the first round of the playoffs 
in the last inning, Smith was 
impressed by the team's ability 
to maintain such a strong lead 
in light of their costumes. 
Baseball enthusiast and softball 

intramural player junior Laura 
Puckett attended every GOP 
game and brought Capri Suns 
for the team after the game. 
"The GOP games were the most 
entertaining softball games I've 
ever seen," Puckett said. "They 
changed my life." 
For more information on either 

the team or duo, contact junior 
Ben Suitt at suitth5@wfu.edu. 

finish in the 1 OOm dash, posting a rime 
of 13.87 seconds. 
The Nosenko sisters, sophomore Anna 

and freshman Dina, both qualified for 
the 1,500 meter 
finals by posting 
times of 4:29.31 
and 4:34.11, 
respectively. 
Despite leading 

for a good portion 
of the race, Anna 
finished in fifth 
place with a time 
of4:29.13andthe 
sole consolation of 
a regional qualify 

ing time. Dina finished right behind her 
sister in sixth place. 
Despite the numerous records broken 

and individual accomplishments, Wake 
Forest DirectorofTrackand FieldAnnie 

Bennett 

The Grand Ole Pipers put a spin on intramural sports. This unique team went .. 
2-2 on the season in the men's A division. •• 

• .. 

Prooidence <Pointe • .. 

}lpartments 
Brand New Apartment. Homes 
offering a Special 10% Wake 
Forest Student discount! 
Pre-lease your apartment 

today to take advantage of this 
Huge Special!! 

.. .. 
• .. 

ONLY 3.5 MILES. ~RO~ CAMPUS 

•!• 24 hour Fitness Center 
•!• Theater Room 
•!• Sunrooms 
•!• Gated Community 
•!• Beautiful pool with Wi-Fi 
•!• Business Center 
•!• Professional Staff to make 
you feel at home 

•!•Personal Alarm Systems 
•!• Spacious Roommate style 
Floor plans 

•!•Huge Closets 
•!•All you need, want and 
more ... 

Call for more information 336-923-0065! We are located only 3.5 miles 
north on Reynalda!! ~ l • 

" .. • 
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Deacs avenge loss, fall in quarters 
each of the top four singles matches. How 
ever, after winning the first set at No. 1 6-4, 
Kulikova re-aggravated a back injury in the 
second set. The injury affected her mobility 
and she quickly fell in the next two sets 6-1, 
6-0. Rallying behind their fallen top player, 
the rest of the Deacs stepped up to clinch 
the match. At No. 4, Senior Christian Tara 
dispatched of Yasmin Hamza 7-5, 6-4. 
Malvehy did the same to Martha Blakely at 
No. 3, 6-4, 7-5. Ironically, both Tara and 
Malvehy had lost to the same opponents in 
the teams' first meeting. 
Poske was in a battle of her own, drop 

ping the second set in a tiebreaker to Jes 
sica Brouwer after winning the first 7 -5. In 
the third set, the senior from Ponte Vedra 
Beach, Fla., jumped ahead and never re 
linquished the lead in a commanding 6-2 
third set win. With the match clinched, the On Friday, April 17, the Wake Forest Men's golf team teed off in 
teams didn't finish the fifth and sixth singles at Old North State Golf Club in Uwharrie Point, N.C., for the ge 
matches. The win was the 20th for Wake first round of the 2009 ACC Championships. The team posted a 
over VT in 23 all-time matchups. seven-over par 295, 14 strokes off the pace set by Georgia Tech. as 
Advancing to the ACC quarterfinals for Wake was in 10th place after round one. But, freshmen Lee ta 

the first time since the 2006-07 campaign, Bedford was the star for the Deacons. He posted a one-under m 
the Lady Deacs' next challenge was the top- 71 and found himself tied for ninth after the first round. pr 
seeded Miami Hurricanes. The Canes swept On Saturday, Wake made some shots and began to climb up l'f 
the Deacs 7-0 back on April 5 for the team's the leader board. Freshmen Lee Bedford was once again the star. 1, 

l Oth win over Wake in 11 tries. The result He shot an awesome five-under 67 to lead the Demon Deacons 
this time would be no different, although comeback. Bedford's 67 was one shot off the Wake Forest ACC or 
the lineups were, as Miami topped Wake Tournament round record of six-under 66, which Senior Webb d 
4-0. Playing without the injured Kulikova, Simpson shot on Sunday last year. t 

the entire Lady Deac lineup was bumped The team shot an l l-under277 onSaturdaywhichmovedthem ' 
up one spot and Davis, primarily a doubles up to a tie for third on the leader board. The Deacons started ve 
player this season, stepped in at No. 6 sin- off Saturday on fire-going eight under through the first four se 
gles. holes. Wake's 277 was just one off of their ACC Tournament 
The doubles teams were also all mixed low of 276, which they shot at the 2004 tournament. or 

up with the loss of Kulikova. The Deacs But on Sunday Wake Forest could not complete the comeback rh 
dropped the top two doubles and lost the they started. The team shot a 293 and finished tied for fourth t 
point while Cutillo and Poske were in a 5-5 with NC State. Head Coach Jerry Haas said, "Overall, we are c 
battle at the third spot. In singles, Malvehy, a bit disappointed with how we finished the round today, but lei 

spectively. As it turned out, the move didn't Reveche and Cutillo all lost quickly, win- seeing how we started the tournament, it was good to come 
factor into the day's result as the Lady Deacs ning only six games total, to clinch the win back and get in mix on Sunday." ( l 
won the doubles point and the second, third for Miami. Poske was in a 2-2 second set Entering Sunday just two shots off the lead, Lee Bedford shot - 
and fourth singles in a 4-1 payback win. after losing the first 6-0 and Davis was in 40 on the back nine and finished with a 74. He finished the 
Junior Aileen Davis and sophomore Emi- a first set tiebreaker when the match was tournament tied for sixth at four-under. When asked about the I 

lee Malvehy won quickly 8-2 at second called. The 1-1 tournament showing moves talentedfreshmen'sperformance,Haassaid, "Lee playedwell rhis 
After dropping seven tough matches in doubles over the Hokies' Inga Beermann the team's all-time ACC Tournament record week. It was his first time seeing the course and I think he made 

a row, the No. 37 Lady Deacs tennis team and Martha Blakely. The point was clinched to 32-24. The national title-contending a total of 13 birdies on the week so it was a good experience for 
looked to rebound in the ACC Tournament when junior Sasha Kulikova, recently named Canes would go on to finish second in the him and I think he can build on that for next year." 

'' ' on April 16. As the No. 9 seed, Wake drew to the All-A CC team, and senior Sierra tournament, falling to second seeded Duke Wake Forest junior Travis Wadkins shot 72 on Sunday. He fin- C 
v , the eighth seeded Virginia Tech Hokies in Poske dispatched of their opponents 8-5. in the championship match 4-3. ished tied forl 3th individually at even-par. Both junior Brendan - 

the first round, a team they had lost to just The third doubles was left unfinished. The The Lady Deacs now sit at 13-12, already GielowandfreshmanDanielMeggsfinishedthechampionships 
four days earlier. Attempting to avenge that doubles win was the 76th in Poske's career, a five-win improvement over last season's at five-over par which left them in a tie for 32nd. wl 

~ · 5-2 loss, Wake coach Chad Skorupka made l Oth all-time in program history. team. They will now wait until the NCAA Senior Dustin Groves made a total of 11 birdies on the week, m 
·, a slight change to the singles lineup, swap- Holding a critical 1-0 lead that they didn't Selection Show on April 28 where they will but he finished the tournament at six-over in a tie for 36th. fe1 
''· ping sophomore Kat Reveche and freshman have in the two teams' first go-round, the look to make the tournament for the sixth Georgia Tech won the A CC Championships by just three strokes fi( 

Ryann Cutillo to the fifth and sixth spots, re- Deacs jumped out and won the first set of season in a row and 17th time ever. after Clemson, who finished second, made it close on Sunday. m 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~fu sit 
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Sophomore Katarina Reveche returns a serve on the forehand side in 
a doubles match with partner Ryann Cutillo. 

By Gary Pasqualicchio I Staff writer 

Wftke Forest 0 
Miami 4 • ... ... 

ACC tourney" 
By Zachary Halpern I Staff writer 

ru 
rh 

Wilke Forest 
Georgia Tech 
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-7 
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.. - 
Thank you Wake Forest University. 
We can't wait to welcome our brightest new colleagues. From the moment you walk through 
the doors, you'll hit the ground running. Look forward to a career that challenges you, offers 
diverse global opportunities and on-the-job training that will help you realize your true 
potential. Congratulations on moving forward with the organization BusinessWeek 
ranks the No. 1 "Best Place to Launch Your Career." 

Shelley Applegate Katherine Inman Katherine Rowles, intern 
Katie Arancio Megan Jones, intern Max Rubin 
Kathryn Beeson Ashley Jones Jon Schlosser 
Evan Califre, intern Sean Kerschen, intern John Sciascia 
Kyle Carse, intern Andy Liu, intern Jacob Sloan, intern 
Joy Clark Heather Lohneiss, intern Emilie Smith 
Allison Ellmers Steve Maciag Alexandra Southard, intern 
Jonathan Fecowicz, intern Theresa Mader Patrick Stanton, intern 
Matthew Gill Felecia Manning, intern Glenn Stewart, intern 
Seth Goodman Clay McCoy, intern Mark Stone 
Stephanie Hairston, intern Casey Neal, intern • Sarah Tullis 
Jane Hammond, intern Thomas Norcio, intern Michael Ung 
Jessica Hayes Anthony Reggiannini Nathan Walsh 
Erika Immel, intern Renee Roedersheimer, intern 

' I 

To launch your career, check out ey.com/us/eyinsight. 

ill ERNST & YOUNG 
Quality In Everything We Do 
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. ESPN planning 
to highlight 
Deacon athletics 

By Hailey Robbins I Staff writer 
r 

Fo~ ~tudents in~ereste~ i~ any aspect of broadcasting and 
relev1s10n, ESPN ts providing a special opportunity. _ 
In. rhe 200?-2010 academic year; students will have the oppor 

nmity .to wnt_e, film, p~oduc~ and ~<lit three minute segments 
char will be aired or printed m vanous ESPN productions, 
]nrerestedstudents met Thursday, April 30,where sophomore 

Brent Lindley, vice-president of Wake TV, briefed students 
interested in assisting with the entire process. _ 
Wake TV will need people to fill every possible aspect of a 

television show. Students interested in film, acting,' produc 
ff ing, journalism, English, or sports, are highly encouraged to 

get involved. ~ . . 
a The segments will focus.on all aspects oflife at Wake Forest, 

as rold through various athletic programs of all levels. Cap 
~~ rains, members and presidents of any athletic activity (intra 
er mural through varsity) are encouraged to participate in the 

process. 
Each segment will exemplify typical Wake Forest student 

ip life through athletic stories. · 
~; Two episodes will be produced each month requiring nurner 
:c ous people both on and off the camera. 
lb Srudents interested will be expected to write, shoot and pro- 

duce every aspect o( these segments. 
m Other ACC universities such as Duke University and Uni 
ed versity of Maryland have all submitted College Connection 
ur segmems. 
nt During several live basketball and football telecasts this year 

on ESPN College Connection, reporters told stories about 
ck their schools and their athletes. 
:th This is all part of ESPN's development of their ESPNU 
ue channel, which is dedicated solely to everything college ath 
lut letics. 
me Anyone interested is encouraged to contact Lindley 

( lindbb 7@wfu.edu). 

Deacs fall in ACC final to Virginia 
By Joe Maugeri I Staff writer 
. "Wake Forest 0 
Virginia 4 

Coming off of an upset of the 
Virginia Tech Hokies to end the 
season, the men's tennis team 
advanced into the ACC Tourna 
ment. Earning the No. 3 seed in 
the tournament, the Deacons 
dropped Virginia.Tech and Miami 
on their way to the finals, where - 
they eventually lost to No. 1 seed 
University of Virginia Cavaliers 
4-0 on April 19 in Cary, N.C. 
The men's tennis team's road to 

theACCTournamentfinals began 
on April 17 against Virginia Tech. 
Led by senior Cory Parr, junior 
Steven Forman, sophomore Jona 
than Wolff and freshman David 
Hopkins, the Deacons were able to 
upend the Hokies for the second 
time in one week. 
Parr and Forman, paired up 

at first doubles, were the only 
Deacon doubles team to win their 
match. They made quick work 
of the Virginia Tech tandem of 
Patrick Daciek and Nicolas DeR 
obles, dropping the Hokie pair 
8-1. 
Keeping with-their success in 

the doubles competition, both 
Parr and Forman took straight set 
victories in their singles matches. 
.Ar first singles, Parr once again 
defeated DeRobles and only con 
ceded two points to his opponent 
during the match. Forman took 
down Virginia Tech's Pedro Graber 
6-2, 6-3. 

All of the pressure, though, 
fell upon the shoulders of Wolf£ 
He took a 6-4 victory over ACC 
Freshman of the Year LukaSomen 
in the first set, but Somen would 
not be put away easily. Somen 
stormed out to a quick 2-3 lead 
in the second set, but Wolff was 
able to equalize the game count at 
5-5;From there, it was all Wolff, 
who went on to win the match 
6-4, 7-5 and secure the Deacons 
a spot in the semifinals. 
In the semifinals, the Deacons 

were matched up against the 
Miami Hurricanes. Avenging 
their regular season loss to the 
Hurricanes, the Deacons upset the 
second-seeded Miami squad 4-2 
and advanced to theACCTournac 
ment Championship Game. 
Led again by senior captain and 

All-American Parr, the Deacons 
found success on both the doubles 
and singles courts. 
Parr defeated Miami's Daniel 

Vallverdu 6-7 (6), 6-1, 6-2 to 
win the first singles match for the 
men's tennis team. Parr's victory 
over Vallverdu avenged his regular 
season loss to him, Parr's only loss 
during the regular season. 
Forman also continued his suc 

cess on the court, defeating David 
Rosenfeld in the second singles 
match 6-4, 1-6, 6-3. 
Parr and Forman also teamed 

up to off the Miami first doubles 
team ofVallverdu and Rosenfeld 
8-0. 
The fate of the match, though, 

hung in the balance until junior 
jason Morgenstern dropped 
David Simon 1-6, 6-4, 6-3 in the 

Haowei Tong/Old Gold & Black 

Junior Carlos Salmon backhands the ball in a match 
against Virginia Tech. 

No. 6 singles match. The victory 
of Simon notched another tour 
nament victory for the Deacons - 
and pushed them on to the ACC 
Championship Game, which was 
the first ever in school history. 
In the finals, the Deacons 

faced the No. 1 ranked Univer 
sity Cavaliers. The men's tennis 
team's remarkable tournament 
run would come to an end against 
the Cavaliers, as the Deacons fell 
4-0 on April 19. 
Parr and Forman were the only 

Deacons to win their match that 
day, as they downed UV Ns Shabaz 
and Inglot in the first doubles 
match 8-5. 

In the No. 1 singles matchup, 
Parr lost 6-4, 6-3 to eventual Tour 
nament MVP Dominic Inglot. 
The loss capped off a remarkable 
ACC career for Parr, who was 
named to the All-ACC Team, 
along with teammate Forman, 
on April 16 for the second con 
secutive year. 
The season, however, is not yet 

over for the Deacons. 
The men's tennis team is now 

heading into preparation for the 
NCAA Tournament. Opening 
rounds for the tournament are 
set to begin May 8-10 and the 
selection announcement will be 
made on April 28. 
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~ Pressbox: Pittsburgh's PNC Park is the best in baseball 
some excitement when the occa- · 
sional home run hits the water. 
2. AT&T Park: This is the sta 

dium that I have been to the most. 
I live in the San Francisco area 
and frequently visit the park to 
watch the Giants play. This park 
is very nice. It is set on the San 
Francisco Bayandhasaniceview 
of the bay if you are sitting in 
the upper deck. The proximity to 
the bay also allows the occasional 
"splash hit." Powerful left handed 

in- Continued from Page B 1 
Ian 
1ips 

who like to drive the ball up the 
:ek, middle, but the relatively short 
)th. fences in the corners make the 
1kes field very fair. The part of the 
I stadium that Chase Field is most ay. 

famous for is the swimming pool 
situated in right center field. This 
pool allows fans to relax and enjoy 
the game while having a small 
party. The pool also provides 

hitters have the chance to drive a 
home run into the bay on every 
swing. The bay also makes AT&T 
a very cold ballpark. Even in the 
middle of the summer fans have 
to bring jackets and blankets to 
watch the game. It ls vety rare that 
a night game is played in tem 
peratures above 60 degrees. One 
more thing that takes away from 
the ballpark is the positioning of 
the seats. The seats are facing the 
outfield, not home plate. In order 

to see the batter fans have to turn 
their necks, which can become 
very uncomfortable. Besides the 
positioning of the seats and the 
cold weather, AT&T Park in San 
Francisco is a great place to watch 
a baseball game. 
l. PNC Park: The best stadium 

in baseball belongs to the Pitts 
burgh Pirates. PNC Park pro 
vides the Pittsburg fans a reason 
to go to a Pirates game. This park 
has great, comfortable seats all 

aroundtheballparkandhasmany 
perks for the fans to enjoy. Fans 
get to enjoy a walk along the river 
that runs alongside the stadium 
and get to enjoy fantastic views of 
the city of Pittsburgh. PNC Park 
has the best skyline in all of base 
ball, creating the most aestheti 
cally pleasing park in baseball. 
The park is situated so that the 
skyscrapers of Pittsburgh can be 
dearly seen from everywhere in 
the stadium, creating a beautiful 

sight. When walking around the 
ballpark the field can be dearly 
seen, making it easy to still watch 
thegamewhilegettingadelicious 
hot dog. While the games may 
not be too great, PNC Park pro 
vides a unique experience that no 
baseball fan should go without. 
So, if you get a chance to go out 
to California, Arizona or Penn 
sylvania, make sure to stop. by 
the ballpark to relax and enjoy a 
game of baseball. 
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Old Gold & Black Sports 

Football: Questions loom about who will.fill holes on D 
said. "I liked the way we moved the football, 
I just didn't like the way we finished ... To 
the defense's cr~,dit, they forced some of 
those turnovers. 
As an offensive player, Brown agreed that 

the turnover problem would need to be a 
point of emphasis as the team continues to 
prepare for the upcoming season. 
"There are quite a few things that we need 

to work on as a team," he said. "Offensively, 
we need to take care of the ball more. It's 
especially disappointing when we have turn 
overs in the red zone and when we have to 
settle for field goals - both of which hap 
pened during the scrimmage." 
Ultimately, though these issues must be 

addressed, the overall results from the scrim 
mage ought to ignite a feeling of excitement 
amongst the Demon Deacon faithful as we 
all begin to speculate about the football 
season to come. 
"I truly believe that our team can be just 

as good, if not better, than last year's team," 
Brownadded. "Despitethelossofsomegreat 
leaders, we believe we have just as 'much 
talent to fill those voids this season. We'll 
certainly be looking to accomplish things 
that nobody expects out of us." 

Continued from Page Bl 

_ by freshman Willie Dixon. Another two-yard 
scoring run later, this time from sophomore 
running back Brandon Pendergrass, and the 
Black team extended its lead to 21-7. 
Pendergrass' touchdown proved to be 

enough, as the White team would only 
muster one more touchdown - a one-yard 
burstfrom senior Kevin Harris - to pull to 
within one score. Just minutes later, replace 
ment kicker Cline Beam's 24-yard field goal 
for the Black team pushed the game out of 
!each, and the White squad failed to strike 
again. 
"It is a very good sign seeing that Shane 

Popham has an able back-up in Cline," 
sophomore wide receiver Devon Brown said. 
"His kicking in the game was no surprise 
for us players, though, because we've all see 
: him doing it in practice every day." 
· ' After the game, however, Grobe also 
_ pointed out some wrinkles that the team 
, will need to iron out before the fall rolls 
around. 
' "There were too many turnovers, too many 
opportunities down close to scoring," he 

Jeff Merski/Old Gold & Black 

A member of the Black team runs the ball in the scrimmage on Saturday, April 18 at the. 
Doc Martin Football Practice Complex. The Black team defeated the White team 24-14. 

.Baseball: Diamond Deacons struggle to have fan on field 
'l-' 

' ~ ' 

Continued from Page Bl Austin Stadler went four innings 
and only gave up two runs on two 
hits. Stadler and the rest of the bull 
pen did all they could, but received 
no support from the offense. The 
Deacons only got five hits in the 
series finale, but they could not get 

· a single run across the board. 
The Deacs only managed to get 

13 hits and three runs in the three 
game series against the Yellow Jack 
ets. Against a team like Georgia 
Tech, the offense needed to give 
their pitchers some support. 
"We've been struggling of late, 

especially in conference right now," 
senior Evan Ocheltree said. 
"We've just got to hang loose; 

we've got to play loose. We can't 
be out there puckered up. We've 
got to play this game that we've 
been playing since we were five 
years old. Play like we were still 
five and still enjoy it. We're not 
enjoying the game right now and 
it obviously shows." 

Haowei Tong/Old Gold & Black 

No one on the Wake Forest 
offense could get anything going 
,and the bats struggled as a result. 
The Deacs could not even get a 
bat on the ball as they struck out 
12 times. · 
Hoping to rebound in game two 

in the series, the Deacs sent out 
junior Phil Negus. Negus started 
off well, allowing only one run in 
his first four innings of work, but 
he could not keep the Georgia Tech 
bats at bay forever, as the Deacs fell 
8-1. The story of game two was 
again the Deacons' inability to hit. 
Wake Forest only managed to get · 
four hits, but this time the team 
was only able to get one run, which 
came in the ninth inning. 
The final game of the series 

seemed to be a winnable game, but 
again the offense did not show up 
and the Deacs lost 6-0. Freshman 

( " 

'· Freshman Carlos Lopez slides into third as the High Point third baseman 
<loo ks for the catch and awaits the call of the umpire. The Dea cs fell 12-5. 

You have a for expert 
Packaging & Shipping! 
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formally Ship on Site 
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3710 Reynolda Rd. WS NC 27106 
336-480-0027 www.consignpackship.com 
Need cash? We sell your stuff on eBay! 

Never, never, never give up. 
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Pass It On. 
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The 55th Annual Rummage Sale, 
held by the Junior League of 
Winston-Salem, will be on April 
24th - 25th, promising to deliver 
a great opportunity for Triad 
residents to find clothing for 
children and adults, toys, books, 
home decor, furniture, 
antiques, electronics 
and appliances at 
bargain 
prices. 

The tentativeness has shown, 
especially in the field. The Dea 
cons made eight errors during the 
series against the Yellow Jackets. 
Manyoftheerrorswereplayswhere 
the fielder was just rushing. The 
tightness has also greatly affected 
the offense. 
"(We're) not swinging the bat; 

(we're) not being as aggressive as 
we should be. It just goes back to 
playing loose. If you're having fun 
you're going to swing the bat, you're 
going to make the plays. It's justlike 
playing whiffle ball in your back 
yard," Ocheltree said. 
In order for the Deacs to start 

playing well at the end of the 
season, they are going to have to 
change their mindset. 
"It's really just all mental," Ochel 

tree said. 
"You've just got to find a way 

to tell yourself it's fun. Right now 
I know there are a lot of people 
struggling with that." 

Please Join Us! 
Sunday, April 26 
Holy Eucharist • Rite I 

8:00a.m. 
Holy Eucharist • Rite II 

and Confirmation 
10:00 a.m. 

The Rt. Rev. Michael B. 
. Curry, preacher 

Bishop of North Carolina 

All are Welcome! 

The event is held at the Joel 
Coliseum Annex-Education 
Building 414 Deacon Blvd, 

Winston-Salem. Rummage Sale 
takes place from 5:30-9:30pm on 

Friday (admission $5) and 
Saturday 1/2 ·price bag sale 

9:30am-12:30pm (admission $3) 
and 1 :00-2:30pm for the 

famous bag sale 
(Admission $1 

and $5 per 
bag}. Apr.1124 &. 25 . 

RU'MMAGE SALE 
LJVM COL.ISEUM ANNEX 
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OBSERVED AND REPORTED: 
Seth Rogen attempts to enforce the 
law in new film that is not a 
blockbuster. 
Page BS. 

By Lauren Mahomes I Staff writer 
Let's be honest: reading is probably the furthest 

thing from college students' minds when they're 
planning out their summers right now. And why 
not? We will have all just finished finals, which are 
roughly the equivalent of 1,000 pages of reading, 
and soon the summer internships will start roll 
ing around. So it's not wholly unreasonable that 
getting in a good read is at the bottom of your 
to-do list. 
While right now you would rather design an 

elaborate water drainage system for the Mag 
Quad using only popsicle sticks and rubber rain 
boot material than crack open another book, you 
know that this hatred won't last for long. Deep 
down, you've wanted to read a book for pleasure 
since school started in August because, spoil 
er alert, you love a good read. Lucky for all of 
you closet reading enthusiasts, Summer 2009 is 
bringing with it warm weather and a slew of great 
novels that are perfect accessories for the beach 
and/or the backyard barbecue, and guaranteed to 
match any outfit. Some 20-somethings might use 
this vacation to get their Twilight fix or re-read 
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince in prepara 
tion for its July release, but not you sophisticated 
Wake Forest students. 
No, the following compilation of summer reads 

are both interesting and fun, but also extremely 
thought provoking to keep you on your toes for 
next fall. You'll laugh and enjoy a good story with 
out that "I haven't done anything productive all 
summer" guilty feeling walking in next August. 
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America's 
Hidden History: 

Untold Tales .of the First 
Pilgrims, Fighting WOmen, and 

Forgotten Founders Who Shaped a Na 
tion by Kenneth C. Davis (March 2009) 

01\LL\E •\T: www.aldgoldandblack.com 
a gb life@w Ju. e d u 

This paperback reprint is actually histori 
cal non-fiction, but still fun in that National 
Treasure sort of way. Maybe it came out a little 
while ago, but this book is full of little known 
narratives about the founding (and founders) of 
America and myth busters that will turn all that 
you learned in your high school American history 
class upside down. This book will interest both 
the history majors interested in 
American history ranging from 
the Spanish arrival to America 
in 1519 to the first inaugura 
tion of George Washington 
in 1789 along with lay read 
ers just interested in our na- 
. ' non s secrets. 
The author, Kenneth 

C. Davis, is a bestselling 
historian with his book 
Don't Know Much About 
History and the expand 
ed series that followed. 
Davis has successfully 
conquered the market 
on making the inner 
workings of history 
accessibly fun and eas 
ily digestible: the perfect combina 
tion for a summer beach read. 

& BLACK----------------------------------------....;.. 

BEAC 
When professors aren't telling you what to read, here are 
some books to catch up on during your free time 

a little too well. Whether or not you love(d) or 
hate(d) your roommate, you will enjoy the color 
depictions of all .the terrible mishaps and trials 
between roommates; it's the self-declared saga of 
college residence life. This is as beach readable 
as Post Secret, but it's more applicable for college 
life. Plus, it's primarily pictures so it's light on the 
sunglasses-clad eyes. 

age international transfer student who travels to 
the United States from a totalitarian state to plot 
for eventual acts of terrorism, 
If carryin,g around a book with an oversized 

Palahniuk on the side doesn't drop you enough 
street cred, the frustrated groans will be all too 
evident of your intellectual enthusiasm. 

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies by Jane 
Austen and Seth Grahame-Smith (April 
2009) 

I'm Down: A Memoir by Mishna Wolff (May 
2009) 

Loved by fans of the original, this new 
spin on the beloved classic is fresh and 
hilarious; just imagine Kiera Knightley 
in this sequel. The plot is pretty much 
the same, except for that plague that 
makes all of the dead walk among 
the living and the war between 
Elizabeth and the undead. This 
book, if for the cover alone, will 
definitely attract second glances 
and foster friendships between unlikely 
sets of readers. 

Ever wish you could learn 
about race politics and laugh 
at the same time? 
Not to worry, you're not rac 

ist. You're just laughing about 
the premise of this entertaining 
memoir describing a very white 
girl growing up in a very black 
neighborhood and her transforma- 
tional move to a white school and 
being too black. ' 
Underneath the humor it depicts a 

very genuine situation about the inflex- 
ibility of race lines and the increasingly 

common case of an individual that blurs 
it. 
It's so hilarious, you'll hardly mind all the cul 

ture you're soaking in along with those bronzing, 
but ultraviolet rays (only with an adequate appli 
cation of sunscreen of course). 

Bis for Beer by Tom Robbins (April 2009) 

Don't let the title fool you, this book was also 
intended for children. Any book that can be read 

by both children and adults about beer that 
includes all pictures should be able 
to sell itself. It's amusing and full of 
subtle factoids with a heartwarm 
ing message, no doubt, to boot. 
The situation, a world in which 36 
billion gallons of beer are consumed 
each year (i.e. Earth), is investigated 
and explored by an adventur- 
ous six-year-old named 
Gracie and a whole host 
of unique characters. This 
book is probably not the best 
bedtime read to the kids you're 
babysitting for, but if your best 
buddy is in need of a heartfelt 
tale to lull him or her to sleep, 
then you know which book to pull 
off the bookshelf. 

I Lick My Cheese: And Other Real Notes from 
the Roommates Frontlines by Oonagh O'Hagan 
(April 2009) 

possible after years of playing 
together. 
The enthusiasm did not 

fade. The third movement had 
Dusinberre jumping off of his 
chair in excitement, and the 
lively fourth movement high 
lighted the group's impressive 
technical ability. 
Violist Geraldine ~alther 

brought spunk and vivacity to 
what can be a rather droll quar 
tet part. She nimbly executed 
the quick notes of the fourth 
movement with an ease often 
difficult for those who play this 
larger instrument. 
The dissonance and modernity 

of Barto k's String Quartet No. 1 
provided an abrupt but appre 
ciable jump between centuries 
after the comfortable classical 
organization of the Haydn. 
The evolution of Bartok's 

despair at the rejection of his 
beloved in the Lento (I) into 
the confused and tumultuous 
emotion of the third movement 
Allegro vivace was clearly de 
picted by this convincing per 
formance. 
Violinists Dusinberre and 

Karoly Schranz captivated the 
audience with the stark and 
eerie opening, the pristine mi 
nor sixths slicing through the 
hall in a manner that undoubt 
edly reflected Bartok's ang~ish 
as a prisoner of unrequited 
love. The third movement was 
particularly captivating. The 
rabble of four different lines 
arguing constantly throughout 

Yep, this book is about that roommate. It 
chronicles the notes passed between roommates 
of love, hate and strife that we all seem to know 

this movement perhaps mirrors 
competing thoughts wrestling 
in Bartok's mind. 
Periodically an idea would · 

rise above the rumbling disor 
der to express its point of view, 
sometimes offered by a contem 
plative violin, sometimes as a 
duet resonating from the deep 
voices of cellist Andris Fejer 
and violist Walther. However, 
any synchrony was brief, always 
descending back into the origi 
nal chaos. 
The musicians exuded confi 

dence while navigating Bart6k's 
myriad of notes and rhythmic 
patterns throughout the en 
tire work, an essential but dif 
ficult element to attain when 
performing such a seemingly 
nonsensical (though profound) 
composition. 
World-renowned pianist 

Marc-Andre Hamelin joined 
forces with the quartet for 
Schumann's Piano Quintet in 
E-flat Major, Op. 44. Takacs 
members commented on the 
lack of difficulty in temporar 
ily welcoming Hamelin as fifth 
person into their tightly woven 
ensemble, reveling in the fact 
that no words were necessary 
to establish an immediate "con 
nection" with this fellow artist. 
Hamelin sat very still on the 
piano bench, musicality exud 
ing from his natural fusion with 
the instrument, fingers gliding 
with incredible ease throughout 
the most difficult of Schumann 
passages. 

Dune Road by Jane Green (June 2009) 

A leader in the British literary invasion, Jane 
Green provides the perfect beach read about a 
beach in Connecticut. 

Except this is the story of the 
beach post-post exams, when the 
beach is rid of all of its tourists 
and left to be devoured by its 
unique and wealthy year-long 
inhabitants. 
With a single mom lead 
ing readers through this light 
summertime adventure, 
Green calls out to readers 
of all ages to laugh and cry 
with her once again. 

Pygmy by Chuck Palahniuk (May 
2009) 

If anything, this treasure 
trove of literary selections 
will get you pumped for 

the fall release of Dan Brown's 
third in his series, The Lost Symbol. 

Until then, enjoy these summertime reads that 
will pass the time and expand your mind into a 
variety of different, but entertaining, locations .. 

The author that brought you Fight Club 
and Choke is back this summer with his latest 
novel Pygmy, a comedy about xenophobia. Chock 
full of his infamous satirical one-liners and expan 
sive use of words, Pygmy tells the story of a teen- 

Event review I Takacs String Quartet and Pianist Marc-Andre Hamelin 

University's Secrest Series closes with memorable performances 
By Elizabeth Martin I Staff writer 

The brilliance of the world 
renowned Takacs Quartet com 
bined with the musicality of 
legendary pianist Marc-Andre 
Hamelin on Thursday, April 16 
for an invigorating finale of the 
2009 Secrest Artist Series. 
The sprightly opening theme 

of Haydn's G Major string 
quartet (Op. 77, No.l) was 
cheerily offered to the audience. 
Inviting listeners to join in the 
merriment was first violinist 
Edward Dusinberre, who led 
the piece. 
With dramatic sways and 

playful bobbing interspersed 
with conniving glances and 
knowing smiles, the obvious 
delight exuding from the musi 
cians was enough to make even 
the staunchest classical music 
hater want to join a chamber 
music group. 
Throughout Haydn's maze of 

interwoven lines, the primary 
melody was always handed 
nearly to the listener, a tribute 
to the group's expertise. 
"We love playing (Haydn) ... 

there is always new stuff to dis 
cover," Dusinberre commented 
in the question and answer peri 
od following the concert, speak 
ing of the ever-evolving nature 
of their Haydn performance. 
Every shared phrase in the 

lovely second movement both 
eased into existence and ta 
pered off in perfect synchrony, 
a tribute to the seamless unity 

Endinsi this year's Secrest Artist Series, the world-renowned Takacs Quartet 
and pianist Marc-Andre Hamelin partnered up for a great performance. 

The lovely second theme 
expressed so romantically by 
Walther (viola) and Fejer (cello) 
in combination with Harnelin's 
brilliance and the overall vivac 
ity of Schumann made one sit 
back with a sigh of content 
ment. This is what chamber 
music is supposed to be like. 
The mysterious second move 
ment tip-toed in and out with 
careful phrasing and intriguing 

fingers simply danced through 
the profound first theme. 
The movement closed with a 

delightful fugue, listeners aOle 
to fully appreciate the genius pf 
Schumann because of the im 
peccably woven presentation by 
such musical masters. 
Thank you to the Secrest .fut - 

ist Series for providing yet an 
other phenomenal concert ex 
perience. 

character, highlighting the sweet 
strength of the viola played so 
skillfully by Walther. 
The third movement opened 

with gusto, the flurries of notes 
achieved in perfect synchrony 
and the seemingly effortless key 
board negotiation by Hamelin. 
After such an energetic accom 

plishment, the group jumped 
right in to the even more intense 
fourth movement. Hamelin's 
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Hard Knocks 
Mickey Rourke plays Randy "The 
Ram" Robinson, a low level 
professional wrestler who tries 
to prove himself again despite 
a heart attack and hardships. 
Though the plot sounds like 
a bad Rocky knock-off, The 
Wrestler, directed by Darren 
Aronofsky, won first place at 
the Venice Film Festival and 
has received rave reviews for 
its pseudo-documentary look 
into professional wrestling. 

Top 10 Smartest 
Dog Breeds 

We all know man's best 
friend makes a loyal pet, 
but which breeds are 

also intellectual? Watch 
out Lassie, looks like you 
have some competition. 

1. Border Collie 
2. Poodle 

3. German Shepherd 
4. Golden Retriever 

u 
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Tammy Sexton, a Mississippi 
native, miraculously survived 
getting shot in the head by 
her husband on April 18. Police 
officers answered a call to find her 
husband, who Sexton had filed a 
restraining order against, dead 
on the porch after committing 
suicide. Sexton sat calmly inside 
drinking a cup of tea she had 
made while waiting for the police 
to come. When officer entered, 
Sexton offered to make him a 
cup of tea as well, seemingly 
unaffected by the bullet in her 
head. Sexton was rushed to the 
hospital where doctors discovered 
thatthebullethad passed through 
the lobes of the woman's brain 
without causing any damage. 

Drink of the Week 
Sex on the Beach 

Celebrate future summer endeavors 
or reminisce on beach weekends gone 
past with this famous drink. A sex on 
the beach without the sand - what 

could be better? 

1.5 oz Vodka 
1.5 oz Peach Schnapps 
1 /2 glass orange Juice 

1 /2 glass cranberry Juice 

Mix all ingredients together over ice. 
Enjoy! 

She Said I Sex & the Campus 

She Said sounds off for the last time 
miscommunications was when they 
traded off saying "I love you" at the 
"wrong" time. First of all, were they 
really in love? Come on, Gossip Girl 
writers, they are only in high school 
and they weren't even dating. 
Still, let's assume this is feasible and 

move on to the next problem with 
their verbal interactions. First, Chuck 
couldn't say "I love you" to Blair and 
then Blair couldn't say it to Chuck. 
Does it really matter? Obviously, 

two people are not going to fall in 
love at the exact same time. It just 
doesn't work that way, and, even if 
it did, they are probably not going to 
have the courage to say it at the same 
time. I think it is more important to 
be honest and say something like, 
"I really care about you, and I really 
appreciate your honesty in saying that 
you love me." 
Don't fake an "I love you;" that's 

more than just a white lie in my 
opinion. They could have easily been 
together despite not being in mutual 
love from the start. Yes, I really am 
this bitter about Gossip Girl. 
When it comes to normal people 

relationships, there are times when 
things seem to get really complicated. 
Often, they get complicated because 
couples keep things from each other 
or they lie about what they are feel 
ing. When people lie, it is often to 

Hannah Werthan 
Staff columnist 

There's something I would like to 
address: misinterpreted guy phrases. 
I went to Cosmo and they had a link 
where I could quiz myself on how well 
I understood guys and what they say, 

I
- but, unfortunately, it doesn't work on 

my computer. So I'm just going to 
assume that I know what I am talk 

i ing about and help out anyone else 
I who may not be able to access the I all-knowing quiz. I think that mis- 

1 
communication works both ways, 
but girls just want to put all of the 

~ blame on guys. 
I TV tells us a lot about relationships 
! and how easily they can go wrong 

I due to miscommunication. The 
whole Chuck and Blair drama on 
Gossip Girl is an especially infuriating 

I example of that couple who needs to j be together but somehow isn't. Why 
I are they not together? Because they I can't seem to communicate effec- 

1 
tively. The most annoying of their 

I 

I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
I 
i 

i 
I 
I 

protect the other person's feelings 
but most times, it is really doing the 
opposite. 
This is coming from someone who 

probably shares too much informa 
tion with her boyfriend, bur I think 
it's better to share more than less. 
When you are in a relationship, you 
should want the other person to know 
how you are feeling, even if maybe 
it's embarrassing or silly. 
Girls sometimes get into trouble 

because they do not state exactly how 
they are feeling, because they expect 
guys to pick up on their probably too 
subde clues. It doesn't work like that. 
Why not just say, 'Tm mad because 
... " and then lay it out just as it is? 
Guys don't really want to play "Guess 
Why I'm Mad," because there are no 
winners of that game. 
Guys can also have a problem 

articulating their feelings. A way to 
solve that is to ask questions; not 
probing, annoying questions, but 
questions that get to the heart of the 
problem: "Are you being slightly dis 
tant because you have a lot of work 
to do?" If the answer to that is "no," 
then there is a good chance that there's 
something that needs to be fixed in 
the relationship, which, by the way, 
is completely normal. 
It's way better to fix something at 

the start than to go months with- 

out resolving whatever needs to be 
resolved. 
Of course, in this article, I'm talk 

ing just as much about positive feel 
ings as negative ones. It's nice to feel 
loved and appreciated, and it also feels 
nice to express that to your signifi 
cant other. 
Even if you can't see each other one 

day and everything is really hectic, 
a simple "sweet dreams" text before 
you go to bed lets him know that 
you care. 
On that note, since this is my very 

last She Said article, I want to thank 
my readers, especially those who have 
given me random shout-outs at frat 
parties and the like, as well as my 
boyfriend. 
Being the She Said been fun but, 

admittedly, strange. My ultimate 
piece of advice is to enjoy college 
and all of your dating experiences. 
Carpe Diem and you'll live a much 
better life. XOXO, you know you 
love me, Hannah. 

She Said" is a bi-weekly column that 
presents one girls perspective on the col 
lege sex scene. You may contact her with 
your feedback or ideas at werthr7@ 
wfo.edu. 

Surrender to Sudoku 
6 4 9 

7 8 
2 1 
6 8 2 7 1 

5 4 6 8 
1 9 5 6 7 

2 1 
4 5 

1 8 9 
DIFFICULTY RATING: ••••• 

2 5 4 9 3 1 6 8 7 
7 9 6 8 4 5 3 2 1 
8 3 1 2 7 6 5 4 9 
1 7 9 4 5 3 8 6 2 
5 6 3 7 8 2 1 9 4 
4 2 8 6 1 9 7 5 3 
3 8 2 5 9 7 4 1 6 
6 4 7 1 2 8 9 3 5 
9 1 5 3 6 4 2 7 8 

Check back next week for the 
solution to this week's problem. If 
you hadn't noticed, we like to keep 

people waiting in suspense. 

1! 5. Doberman 
U:: Pinscher 
S 6. Shetland 
~ Sheepdog 
o 7. Labrador Retriever u 
;; 8. Papillon 
o 9. Rottweiler 
E 1 O. Australian Cattle .I 
~ -- c~-- _oo-=__ I 

I Would you like some tea? I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ 
I To be completely honest, I didn't have much of I an expectation for Observe and Report after seeing 
, the previews a few months ago. j It looked just like every other Seth Rogan film: a 
l decent plot, some awkwardly humorous situations 
l and more often than not some form of partial/full I frontal nudity placed in a completely unnecessary 
J point in the film. 
I Undeniably some of these dismal predictions are 
1 a reality in the film, but not without redemption in I areas other Rogan films typically don't cover. I The movie begins with Ronnie Barnhadt (Rogan), 
i a bipolar mall security guard, who dreams ofbecorn- 
1 ~a~~ 
I confroored 
~1~ ~bserve and Report ;~t:ile:~~ 

Starring I Seth Rogen, Ray Liotta, of his 
and Annaf,aris meaning- 

§ OfrectorJ Jody Hill less career. 
J , ~'s it for? I People who don't , When a 
1 ' mind mindless, silly humor and perverted 

I ,:~~:~;~i;~~~a~~t are not ~ ': ~ iho ,~ 
, Running Time I 1 hr. 26 min. b e g i n s I , ~~ting Lt* (out 9f 5} ~n; r a ~~l 
~ customers I by flashing 
J women as they enter the mall (and yes you do 
J get to see it all), Barnhardt sets out on a personal 
I vendetta to bring him down. 
' Upon realizing that catching this pervert is his life's 

destiny, Barnhart begins an all out "investigation" 
taking a no holds bar approach to the task before him 
accompanied by a team of "crack security guards" 
consisting of a set of identical Asian twins and his 
second in command/best friend Dennis. 
This simple investigation becomes compounded 

when a robbery occurs and egotistical Detective 
Harrison (Ray Liotta) shows up on the scene to 
do the official police investigation. 
It's instantly evident that the two are going to 

butt heads in a number of scenes, including one 
where Ronnie is dropped off in the worst part of 
town at night and is forced to fight his way out 
(yes, Seth Rogan kicks some ass). Through a series 

Solution from 4/16 

Movie Review I Observe and Report 

Recent Rogen film proves disappointing 
By Mat Payne I Contributing writer 

Anna Faris and Seth Rogen both star in this not-so-great film about a mall 
cop trying to stop a perverted sociopath from "visually harassing" women. 
of turns following his beginning police training 
Ronnie ends up hooking up with his dream girl 
and losing his medication. 
Like all predictable situational comedies, things 

take a turn for the worst. 
I'll cut things out here in order to not spoil the 

best parts of this film. 
In comparison with his other movies (Knocked 

Up, Superbad and Pineapple Express), Observe and 
Report doesn't rank very high on the list of films 
Rogan has starred in. The saving grace to this medio 
cre comedy is the somewhat accurate portrayal of 
someone suffering from bipolar disorder. 
Even though it was made as a comedy, there are 

some elements to this movie that transcend the 
lowbrow humor of a modern comedy and inspire 
thought on everyday conflicts between friends and 
foes. In an area that hasn't yet been discussed, it's 

only fair to give the director credit for a respect 
able second fllm. 
Jody Hill (who worked with Rogan in 2007's 

Superbad) worked around a script that lacked depth, 
lines that didn't really have a punch line and niche 
actors by creating good physical setups for jokes 
to flourish. 
I was honestly impressed with the way that certain 

scenes were portrayed, including one involving the 
use of both cocaine and heroin. 
To sum up my honest thoughts on Observe and 

Report, I was not impressed. 
Even with the saving grace of a moderately inter 

esting back story and an impressive soundtrack 
that included Queen and The Pixies, I would not 
spend the time to see this movie again. 
I would only recommend seeing this movie after 

a heavy "pre-game." No good, Seth Rogan. 
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Concert review I Of Montreal 

G eN·rr··· . .•. , .· .· 

1Band creates metaphorical, epic pref ormance 
By Nathan Bedsole I Contributing writer 

On April 13 I went to see Of Montreal 1 11 • 

Cradle in Carrboro. I wanted to hate it. I w lltc c 
ro hate it so bad, but I just couldn't. 
Oh faithful and dedicated devourers of my writ 

ings in the Old Gold & Black, you will know how 
much disdain I held for this band in recent times 
regarding their recent releases. 
For all I cared, the band's singer, Kevin Barnes, 

could just cease and desist. I want to dance, Mr. 
Barnes, not hear about how much of a tortured 
ienius you are. 
Seeing _all the material I had come to hate per 

formed live, however, changed all of this. At the 
outset, it was what I expected - elaborate costurn 
, ing, animation on screens behind the band and 
lots of eye shadow. 
Then th_e actors came out. There was a troupe 

of about six people who took stage intermittently 
during Of Montreal's set to perform and interact 
with the band. It created a narrative that lasted 
the entire concert. 
About halfway through the set, it all started to 

make sense; this wasn't just fluff for the sake of 
being over the top. What Barnes had created was 
the Nietzschean vision of a cultural revolution. 
Friedrich Nietzsche, instead of offering a claim 

on philosophical truth in The Birth a/Tragedy, her 
alds the superiority of the Greek tragic tradition 
and culture and suggests that, through a cultural 
revolution, the modern German state might find 
a comparable state of equilibrium. 
After what Nietzsche called the death of God, 

humanity needed a new illusion both to confront 
the abyss of life and also shelter ourselves from 
that realization. 
We cannot face the truth of existence without 

(some sort of mediation, but to refuse to do so 
entirely would reduce life to an illusory state. 
In the Greek drama, life was a balance between 

theApollonian desire for illusion and beauty in life 
and the Dionysian acknowledgment of the carnal 
mpulses ofus all, the primordial unity and godliness 
mat is man as he sees himself in the Apollonian 
delusions he creates. 
This extended dramatic illusion, briefly broken 

for authentication, is what Nietzsche no longer 
wanted to be known only in ancient times. 
Nietzsche hoped that with the help of Richard 

Wagner, Germany could attain a cultural revolu 
tion resulting in authentic embracement oflife and 
beauty all the same. 
Now, it seems a farce to compare Wagner to Kevin 

Barnes, but I maintain that Barnes did just this 
with his live set. 
The set starts with a group of three actors, sup 

posedly on Christmas morning. The father figure 
is wearing a gas mask, and he has his children 

~excitedly unwrap their gifts. The children discover 

Of Montreal entertains with its incorporation of a troupe of six actors who 
preform and interact with the musicians throughout the show. 

they have been given gas masks as well, and they 
immediately put them on. 
They exit as a happy family. It didn't occur to 

me until halfway through the show what the exact 
significance of this was, but I'll here give my account 
of that concert, in light of what I spelled out about 
Nietzsche earlier. 
This first scene, by nature of being on Christmas, 

the very pinnacle of the Christian tradition, high 
lights the highpoint of something Nietzsche saw as 
preaching death. Christianity is a contrived illusion 
to the absurdity of the world to provide comfort to 
humanity, while at the same time disfiguring it. 

The donning of the childrens' gas masks 
illustrates this, and marks the start of what will 
-be a journey through the history of man lead 
ing up to Nietzsche's diagnosis of its state, and 
an example of the dramatic dualism that will 
create an authentic and defiant state of being 
for mankind. 
Unlike many live acts, Of Montreal only broke 

the dramatic illusion they created once, and that 
was only briefly for Barnes to tell the audience 
that he had seen the movie Predator the night 
before, and how it freaked him out when the 
monster took off his mask. 

He added that some people just need to keep the 
mask on. This statement was terribly relevant. In 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche makes a point 
of not telling the saint he meets in the forest that 
God is dead. 
This is initially puzzling, as this phrase is the 

basis and foundation of his book, but Nietzsche 
holds that not everyone will be able to overcome 
mankind, some are to be left with an illusion. 
Now, it would be silly to make a long article 

longer by picking apart every scene depicted by 
the band during their set, but just know a good 
deal of classical allusion, a frightening amount of 
gender theory and more literary and popular culture 
references than I could handle all served to create 
a Hegelian picture of the "end of history" and the 
culmination of everything that contributes to the 
notion of "culture." 
There was even a Roman Catholic priest trans 

forming on stage into Pan, as well as two skin tone 
body suit clad Bacchanalian festival goers, blood 
spattered and all. 
Of course, it is unfair to liken a concert to a full 

blown cultural phenomenon, but Barnes, nonethe 
less, knows his stuff. 
The concert "ended" abruptly, as did the drama 

that the band had been creating. The immediate 
encore, however, served to reinforce the thrust of 
the concert. 
The first track in the encore was "Rapture Rapes 

the Muses." I had never fully appreciated that song 
until then. 
In addition to having an incredibly dancey beat, 

it served to all but spell out, "And this is the picture 
of man otherwise." Nietzsche warned against the 
last man: a man so caught up in illusion or civiliza 
tion that the potential for creation and excellence 
in humanity is eliminated. 
The next song in the encore, ''.An Eluardian 

Instance," narrates the transition in the first book 
of Thus Spoke Zarathustra from the rebellious Lion 
to the Child, the creative and dynamic force of 
human existence. Thus humanity is rid of the ties 
to religion and complete illusion, and can move 
forward as its own creative force, its own defiant 
mark against eternity. 
Theconcertendedoutwithsomedanceynumbers 

that, as far as I could tell, had less to do with any 
kind of philosophical claim than they did with 
gettin' some booties shaking. I didn't complain; 
I just danced. 
It's a shame that nobody takes artists seriously 

these days, because after this show, I'm fairly con 
vinced that Kevin Barnes is just brilliant. 
And, I mean, he had a sold out house of hipster 

types dancing and singing all night. When we're 
talking about the crowd at Cat's Cradle, that is a 
feat in and of itself 
Even their blase indifference and tight pants 

couldn't stop them from dancing at this show. _ 

Event Review I Chi Rho Big Concert 

Annual concert brings smiles, tears 
By Sam Cernuto I Asst. sports editor 

The lights dimmed in Wait Chapel 
as the guys, dressed in black and white 
attire, arranged themselves around sev 
eral microphones. 
After an eventful year, Chi Rho took 

the stage for their last concert of the 
emester at their annual Big Concert 
on April 18. 

I Officially recognized as the University's 
christian men's a cappella ensemble, Chi 
Rho's name represents their ministry well 
~ince Chi and Rho (XP) are the first two 
letters of the Greek word for "Christ." 
Since its1991 formation, Chi Rho's 

popularity and influence has grown 
exponentially over the years. 
Senior James Smith reflects on his past 

four years with Chi Rho. "The feeling 
I get when I think about Chi Rho as 
a whole is humbling," Smith said. "I 
nave gotten to be a small part of a much 
greater thing that has been around long 
Defore my time and will continue long 
after I am gone." 
Freshmen Gabe Irby, Alexander Ivey, 

!o?n Lanham and Ryan Youngerman 
Joined current seniors William Eav 
enson, Christian Harry, Roman Irvin, 
Sam Smartt, James Smith, juniors Ryan 
NilandandA!ez Blake, and sophomores 
Parker Bradway, Charlie Frye, John 
McDonald, and Ryan Wyrofsky to make 
the 2008-2009 group. 
Minor Variation, the university's worn 

e~'s a capella group, opened the concert 
:uh two songs. Senior Kimi Taylor sang 
So Small" and freshman Megan Paul 
lang "Free to be Me." 
Chi Rho stepped on stage to an audi 

ence of excited family, friends and fans. 
Senior Sam Smartt kicked off the show 
With his new solo in "Days Go On." 
Our of the 14 songs performed, 11 are 
available on the new CD. 
Songs ranged from the upbeat "Take 

Popular university men's a cappella group Chi Rho performed 
its last cone .r ye , r ' as he Big Concert. 

My Hand" to a soulful "You Are Loved" 
to a humorous version of "The Lion 
Sleeps Tonight." 
In between the songs, the group took 

short breaks to speak directly to the audi 
ence, as well as show a short video. 
Youngerman explained the concept 

behind the new album tide. 
Referencing Romans 8-9, Younger 

man pointed out how the concept of 
"being pardoned by God" led to the 
name Pardon, Love. 
Eavenson, the group's Chaplain gave 

a passionate speech about the faith that 
defines the core values of Chi Rho. 
The night soon turned emotional for 

the group on stage as the seniors were 
recognized and an award was presented. 
Niland received the Chi Rho scholar 
ship. Niland, along with Blake, will be 
assuming the roles of chaplain and direc 
tor, respectively. 
Niland reflected on the closeness of 

the group. "I love the c:mara?er,~e o~ 
singingwithmybrothers, he said. Chi 

Rho has been the defining experience of 
my Wake Forest career." 
The concert drew to a poignant close 

as 15 alumni, including recent graduates 
Josh Bennett and Tyler Karlen, joined 
the group on stage to sing their timeless 
song, "Now To Him." 
The 2008-2009 Chi Rho received a 

standing ovation and they exited the 
Wait Chapel stage as a group for the 
last time. 

"Chi Rho has undoubtedly been the 
most significant extracurricular here at 
Wake," said Director, Roman Irvin. "I've 
witnessed immense maturation within 
the group over the past four years, both 
musically and spiritually. This ministry 
has been a great avenue for me to grow 
as a musician, as a leader, and as a man 
of faith." 
Pardon, Love sold close to 300 copies 

after the concert. It, along with sev 
eral other albums, is now available at 
Amazon.corn, chirho.com and the uni 
versity bookstore. 

Restaurant Review I Coppola's 

Covert gem proves tasty 
In late April an interesting phe 

nomenon occurs on the university's 
Campus. 
Papers are due, the library is packed, 

finals arc calling and students arc 
becoming automaton creatures living 
on through their "work to do list." 
Sadly, this time is accompanied by 

a most unfortunate nutritional side 
effect. Caffeine becomes the stu 
dent's protein, meal swipes become a 
Chic-Fil-A credit card, and Pit-to-go 
becomes a nice night out with your 
friends or significant others. 
But before you completely give 

up all hope, Coppola's Pizzeria and 
Italian Restaurant makes the gran 
diose flair ofltaly 
accessible to the 
Winston-Salem 
community. 
Located on the 

corner of Reyn- Hours I n a.nkl'fip.m.Tues.'-Tuurs. 
olda and Yad- 11a,m..-l.Za.m.FrkSat 
kin ville Roads, Serving! lta!lan dlShes. 
Coppola's appears Dress I Casual 
underwhelm- 
ing at the onset. Price Range\ $1().$20 
Hidden in a Rating!*** (outof5) 
shopping center 
behind Harris 
Teeter, the restaurant is a "blink and 
you will miss it" establishment. 
However, if ever the adage "do 

not judge a book by its cover" spoke 
truth, this is it. The atmosphere was 
a dimly lit family environment. The 
restaurant placed me in an air of good 
spirits after my stressful weekend. 
Of course, atmosphere is not the 

restaurant's only perk. Their service 
is casual, yet effective. My friends 
and I, received our drinks immedi 
ately. For an appetizer, we ordered 
bruschctta and an individual slice of 

Coppola's 
' location I 5512 Yadkinville Rd. 

By Ae'Jay Mitchell I Staff writer pizza -yes, pizza as an appetizer-which 
were both brought out almost immedi 
ately. The bruschetta was made with a 
perfectly toasted French bread topped 
with garlic, tomatoes, olive oil and basil. 
The tomatoes were a bit too dominant 
for me, but the olive oil was light and 
delightful. 
Coppola's is not called a pizzeria for 

nothing. They offer both Neapolitan 
and Sicilian style pizzas ranging in price 
from $6 to $15. 
All pizzas are made to order. The crust 

has a perfect crispness accentuated with 
an authentic marinara sauce. The pizza 
appetizer melted in my mouth just like 
the cheese in the oven. 
Then came the entrees, and what 

entrees they were. They offered every- 
thing from Tortellini 
Shamino to Chicken 
Romano to a Philly 
cheesesteak sandwich. 
I ordered fettuccini 
alfredo with chicken 
and shrimp. Although 
the sauce was a bit to 
buttery for me, my 
taste buds danced to the 
moist grilled chicken 
and tender boiled 
shrimp. Not only was 
it physically appealing, 

it was also financially appetizing ranging 
from $10 to $12 for a full pasta meal 
big enough for leftovers. 
The night ended with dessert: spu 

moni ice cream and canoli. Even though 
both desserts were a bit too sweet for me, 
my friends commented that the desserts 
were very close to their authentic Italian 
counterparts. 
Coppola's Restaurant reminds us of 

the necessity offriends, family and food, 
which is often hidden under research 
material, event books and grade point 
averages. 
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Book Review I The Bloody White Baron 

~ntriguing book gives biography of pre- Hitler figure 
By Jacob Bath anti I Staff writer 

The derangements and perturba 
tions of fictional characters can be 
pretty entertaining. Think Ignatious 
O'Reilly, rollicking through the streets 
of New Orleans in Confederacy of 
Dunces; Esther Greenwood, descend 
ing into madness in The Bell jar; the 

sociopathic, clas 
sical music-loving 
Alex in A Clock 
work Orange. But 
lunatics are a bit 
less amusing in 
real life. 
Think Pol Pot, 

.. killing off Cam 
bodia's profes 
sional class on the 
way to a peasant 

utopia; Idi Amin, snacking, it's ru 
mored, on human flesh and feeding 
his ministers of state to crocodiles; 
and, of course, the cliche: Adolf Hit 
ler, building a thousand-year Reich. 

James Palmer's book skirts the line 
between entertaining and disturbing 
in his book The Bloody White Baron. 
Palmer, a historian and travel writer 
tells the odd tale of Baron Roman von 
Ungern von Sternberg, a German 
Russian aristocrat who eerily foreshad 
owed Hitler at the close of the Russian 
Revolution. With Romanov Russia 
going under in 1917, U ngern took 
his anti-Semitism and curious affin 
ity for "Eastern" mystic traditions to 
war, holding out against the Bolshevik 
tide. 
Any description barely scratches 

the surface of Ungern's oddity, but 
one can try: this was a man who had 
Jews and Communists skinned alive, 
who claimed to be a god of war and 
a protector of Buddhism, who dressed 
like a shaman and became, briefly, the 
last Khan of Mongolia. It is peopled 
with other curious characters, like the 
blind Bodg Khan, the sybaritic head of 
the Mongolian Buddhist orders who 
anointed Ungern to lead his crusade. 

Toward the end of his life, Ungern 
hoped to lead a crusade out of Mon 
golia to reconquer Russia, and China, 
and perhaps beyond, in the name of 
Buddhism and martial glory. 
Palmer relies on vari 

ous other texts, includ 
ing memoirs, which treat 
Ungern, and also draws 
on his own experiences might as well substitute any 
traveling through Mon- other 20th or 21st century dicta- 
golia to supplement his 
historical research, pro 
ducing something of a 
hybrid work. 
Present Mongolia informs yester 

day's steppes, and Palmer's slightly 
sarcastic voice breaks in on occasion, 
reminding us of the existence of enti 
ties outside the text: present-day Mon 
golia, and the author whose distinct 
vision propels the narrative forward. 
That narrative is one in which histori 
cal biography is made appealing and 
interesting to lay readers in. 
It helps, of course, that Ungern was 

so weird. Clearly mentally ill, his fig 
ure gallops across the pages, meting 
out bizarre punishments (exile to city 
rooftops for months at a time) to his 
men, attempting to lead an army on 

a retreat and 
pilgrimage 
to Tibet, and 
instituting a 
reign of terror 
in the Mon 
golian capital. 
But Ungern 
was not only a 
nut case, but a 

murderous nut case who held consid 
erable power. His oddity makes him 
fun to read about. But it should be 
remembered that he also committed 
dreadful atrocities, and that his mad 
ness was an integral part of his will to 

" ... the intrigues, the torture 
chambers, the bloodlust. You 

tor." 

power. 
The Bloody White Baron is in this 

sense instructive, particularly as Un 
gern was in some ways a precursor to 
Hitler. His rabid anti-Semitism, and 

his fascination with the esoteric "East," 
which provided fuel for his rejection of 
Christianity and commitment to mili 
tarism and feats arms, are highly remi 
niscent of the Fuehrer. Sometimes his 
beliefs coalesced in truly bizarre ways, 
as when he claimed that Communism 
was a 3,000 year old conspiracy found 
ed by the Jews in Babylon. 
But in many ways his short reign was 

utterly banal: the intrigues, the torture 
chambers, the bloodlust. You might as 
well substitute any other 20th or 21st 
century dictator. Whether Ungern 
is representative or anomalous, lhe 
Bloody White Baron is still an entertain 
ing, if unsettling, read. Besides enter 
tainment, and education, it performs 
one other function as well. 
In plucking Ungern out of a dustbin 

of obscurity, it may serve to remind 
us that the world is still wider, and 
weirder, than we may imagine, and 
that there are considerable gaps in our 
understanding of the space that we hu 
mans inhabit. 
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